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Abstract
We formulate the rules for dimensional reduction of a generic finite temperature gauge
theory to a simpler three-dimensional effective bosonic theory in terms of a matching
of Green’s functions in the full and the effective theory, and present a computation
of a generic set of 1- and 2-loop graphs needed for the application of these rules. As
a concrete application we determine the explicit mapping of the physical parameters
of the standard electroweak theory to a three-dimensional SU(2)×U(1) gauge-Higgs
theory. We argue that this three-dimensional theory has a universal character and
appears as an effective theory for many extensions of the Standard Model.
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1 Introduction
The properties of matter at high temperature are interesting for a number of experi-
mental and cosmological applications. QCD at high temperature and density may be
relevant for heavy ion collisions, while finite temperature phase transitions may play an
important role in the evolution of the universe. In gauge theories, an entirely analytic
perturbative study of the properties of high temperature matter is not possible due
to the so called infrared problem in the thermodynamics of Yang-Mills fields [1]. A
direct way to compute static equilibrium quantities at high temperature would be to
do lattice Monte Carlo simulations in the 4d high temperature theory. However, in
many interesting cases the use of the full 4d theory is difficult, if not impossible [2].
These obstacles invoke a demand for a formalism which can solve in a constructive
way the problems mentioned. Since a finite temperature equilibrium field theory is
equivalent to a zero temperature Euclidean field theory with compact 4th dimension,
the idea of the 4d → 3d dimensional reduction is natural [3]–[6]. Dimensional reduc-
tion means that some properties of the equilibrium high temperature plasma can be
derived from a simpler 3d effective theory. The construction of the effective theory is
free of IR problems. The 3d theory is purely bosonic, and may then be studied by
non-perturbative methods, such as lattice MC simulations. In fact, the idea of dimen-
sional reduction has been around for quite a long time [3, 4]. However, some concrete
analytical results for the construction of the 3d effective theory have appeared only
recently. They are relevant for the description of the high temperature electroweak
phase transition [2],[7]–[13] and high temperature QCD [14]–[19].
The aim of the present paper is the formulation of the general rules of dimensional
reduction in a constructive way. Namely, we present a set of 1-loop and 2-loop Feynman
diagrams with the results of their computation which can be used for dimensional
reduction in any gauge field theory. As an example we construct the 3d effective theory
corresponding to the Standard Model of electroweak interactions. New elements here
in comparison with [7] are the inclusion of fermions, and the direct relation of the
parameters of the effective theory to the physical parameters of the EW theory (the
physical Z andW boson, Higgs particle and top quark masses, the muon lifetime and the
temperature). We also discuss the strategy for the derivation of the simplest possible
effective theory for typical extensions of the electroweak theory, like the models with
two Higgs doublets, and the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we formulate the general notion
of dimensional reduction and analyse the expansion parameters involved there. In
Section 3 we present the building blocks for the construction of the effective theory.
Section 4 contains the dimensional reduction of the Standard Model. In Section 5 we
relate the parameters in the MS scheme to the physical parameters, thus completing
the relation of 3d couplings to temperature and observables. Section 6 is a discussion.
We argue there that the effective theory of most of the extensions of Standard Model
is just the SU(2)×U(1)+Higgs model.
1
2 Dimensional reduction
The equilibrium properties of matter at high temperatures are related to Matsubara
Green’s functions of different field operators. By the concept of dimensional reduction
we mean that with some accuracy, all the 4d static bosonic Green’s functions in low
energy domain (see below) can be computed with the help of some effective 3d field
theory. Let us start with useful definitions.
2.1 Superheavy, heavy and light modes
In order to define dimensional reduction, consider a generic renormalizable field theory
at high temperature containing gauge Aµ, scalar φ and fermionic fields ψ,
L =
1
4
FµνFµν + (Dµφ)
†(Dµφ) + V (φ) + gY ψ¯φψ + δL. (1)
Here the group indices are suppressed, δL contains the counterterms, and V (φ) is of
the form5
V (φ) = m2Sφ
†φ+ λ(φ†φ)2. (2)
For power counting let us assume that λ ∼ g2 and gY ∼ g, where g, λ and gY are the
gauge, scalar, and Yukawa couplings, respectively. Write all 4d Matsubara fields in the
form
φ(x, τ) =
∞∑
n=−∞
φn(x) exp(iω
b
nτ), (3)
ψ(x, τ) =
∞∑
n=−∞
ψn(x) exp(iω
f
nτ), (4)
where ωbn = 2nπT, ω
f
n = (2n + 1)πT are the 3d tree masses for the bosonic (φn) and
fermionic (ψn) 3d fields. Consider the 1-loop corrections (for definiteness in the MS-
scheme) to the masses of the static modes φ0 from the modes φn 6=0 and ψn. In general,
they have the form
m2i (T ) = γiT
2 +m2i , γi ∼ g2, (5)
where m2i is the zero-temperature mass of the scalar field evaluated at some scale µ
m
T
(see below, and [7]). In general, m2(T ) may be matrices, and in the discussion below
we mean the eigenvalues of those. For the spatial components of the gauge fields
γi = 0, m
2
i = 0; for the temporal components of the gauge fields γi 6= 0, m2i = 0;
for the scalar fields γi 6= 0, m2i 6= 0. Now, let us divide the masses into different
categories depending on their magnitude at high temperature. The 3d masses of all
fermionic modes and all bosonic modes with n 6= 0 are proportional to πT , and we will
call these modes superheavy. The masses of the temporal components of the gauge
fields A0 are proportional to gT , and these modes are called heavy. The scalar fields
can be separated in two different groups. If m2i is different from −γiT 2, the scalar
mass is proportional to gT , and the field corresponding to this mass is “heavy”. In the
5The analysis of the case when cubic terms are present goes along the same lines.
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contrary, one may be close to a tree-level phase transition temperature so that γiT
2
and m2i cancel each other. Then m
2
i (T ) ∼ (g2T )2, and we call this field “light”. We
denote a generic light scalar mass by m23. All spatial components of the gauge fields
are “light” because for them γi = 0.
After these definitions we are ready to explain the conjecture behind dimensional
reduction. Two levels of dimensional reduction are usually considered. On the first level
the effective theory is constructed for the light and heavy modes (superheavy modes
are “integrated out”). The second level is the theory for the light modes only. In this
paper we require the 3d Lagrangian of the effective theory to be super-renormalizable,
so that scalar self-interactions are at most quartic. The super-renormalizable character
introduces an absolute upper bound on the accuracy of the description of the 4d world
by a 3d theory, to be discussed below.
2.2 Two levels of dimensional reduction
The theory for light and heavy modes. This theory is valid up to momenta
k ≪ T , but k may be as large as gT . Consider a (super)renormalizable 3d gauge-Higgs
theory with the Lagrangian
L =
1
4
FijFij + (Diφ)
†(Diφ) + V3(φ,A0) +
1
2
(DiA0)
2 + δL, (6)
where V3(φ,A0) is of the form
V3(φ,A0) = m
2φ†φ+ λ3(φ
†φ)2 + h3φ
†φA20 +
1
2
m2DA
2
0 +
1
4
λAA
4
0. (7)
The gauge couplings g3 have the dimension GeV
1/2 and the scalar couplings λ3 the
dimension GeV. To leading order, the parameter mD ∼ gT is nothing but the De-
bye mass. Consider bosonic static n-point one-particle-irreducible Matsubara Green’s
functions G(4)n (
~ki) for the light and heavy fields in the full 4d theory, multiplied by fac-
tor T n/2−1 to have the dimension GeV3−n/2, and depending on external 3-momenta ~ki.
The statement of dimensional reduction is that there is a mapping of the temperature
and the 4d coupling constants of the underlying theory to the 3d theory such that the
3d theory gives the same light and heavy Green’s functions as the full 4d theory for
k ≤ gT up to terms of order O(g4),
∆G
G
∼ O(g4). (8)
Fourth order in g appears from a powercounting estimate of the contributions of the
neglected 6-dimensional operators to typical Green’s functions. For example, the op-
erator g6φ2A40/T
2 contributes to the 2-point scalar correlator at order g6m2D ∼ g8T 2.
Since the order of magnitude of m23 is g
4T 2, the relative error is O(g4). The same esti-
mate arises by comparing the contribution of the neglected operator g2(k4/T 2)φ2 to the
tree-level term k2 at momenta k ∼ gT . To reach the accuracy goal (8), the parameters
of the 3d theory should be known with relative uncertainty O(g4), which means 1-loop
3
accuracy [T (g2 + g4)] for the coupling constants, 2-loop accuracy [T 2(g2 + g4)] for the
heavy masses, and 3-loop accuracy [m2 + T 2(g2 + g4 + g6)] for the light scalar masses.
Some comments are now in order.
(i) The problem of constructing an effective 3d theory giving an accuracy better than
O(g4) for all Green’s functions is far from being trivial (if possible at all). It is clear,
though, that if the theory exists, it must contain 6-dimensional operators, and the
4d-3d mapping for the light scalar modes must be done beyond 3-loop level.
(ii) Often dimensional reduction is done on the tree-level for the couplings and 1-loop
level for the masses, i.e., at order g2. This 3d theory reproduces the 1-loop resummed
effective potential for the Higgs field [20, 21, 22]. However, the relative uncertainty in
the mass squared of the light scalar field is ∆m23/m
2
3 ∼ O(1), since the tree-level mass
term is compensated for by the 1-loop thermal correction near the phase transition.
Hence ∆G/G ∼ O(1), and from the point of view of calculating general correlators,
the theory is useless. To obtain the minimal useful accuracy O(g2), one should go to
the 2-loop order g4 in the scalar mass parameter. A more complete g4 calculation,
including 1-loop dimensional reduction [T (g2 + g4)] for the couplings coupled to the
scalar fields, 1-loop dimensional reduction [T 2g2] for the heavy masses, and 2-loop
dimensional reduction [m2+T 2(g2+g4)] for the scalar mass, is needed [7] to reproduce
the resummed 2-loop effective potential for the Higgs field [23, 24]. The accuracy
g4 corresponds to 1-loop accuracy in vacuum renormalization, and we will work with
this accuracy throughout this paper. In a weakly coupled theory, the relative error
O(g2) ∼ g2/16π2 of the g4-calculation is numerically very small. In the Standard
Model, the largest contributions arise from the top quark.
(iii) For some quantities, such as the critical temperature and the observables in the
broken phase, the g4 computation described in (ii) gives a relative error of order O(g4).
Consider now the second level of dimensional reduction.
The theory for light modes only. This theory is valid up to momenta k ≪ gT ,
but k may be as large as g2T . The Lagrangian for this theory is just
L =
1
4
FijFij + (Diφ)
†(Diφ) + V3(φ), (9)
where V3(φ) is of the form
V3(φ) = m¯
2
3φ
†φ+ λ¯3(φ
†φ)2. (10)
Only light scalar fields are present. The effective field theory can provide the accuracy
∆G
G
∼ O(g3). (11)
This estimate arises as follows: there are neglected 6-dimensional operators of the
form g6Tφ6/m3heavy ∼ g3φ6/T 2, contributing to the two-point scalar correlator at order
g3m23 ∼ g7T 2. This should be compared with m23 ∼ g4T 2. Note that in contrast to
the integration over the superheavy scale, odd powers of coupling constants appear,
since mheavy ∼ gT . To reach the accuracy (11) one must know λ¯3 in eq. (10) including
corrections of order g4T and m¯23 including corrections of order g
6T 2.
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Comments analogous to the above are applicable to the second level of dimensional
reduction:
(ii) To go beyond the accuracy O(g3), the 6-dimensional operators must be included in
the Lagrangian and light scalar masses must be computed at least with accuracy g7T 2.
(ii) In practice, it is convenient to do the integration over the heavy scale to the same
order in the loop expansion as the integration over the superheavy scale. This means
1-loop level [T (g2 + g3)] for the couplings and 2-loop level [m23 + T
2(g3 + g4)] for the
scalar mass squared m¯23. The relative error in the couplings is then O(g
2). In m¯23,
the relative error is O(g), which is also the relative error in the Green’s functions.
Numerically, O(g) ∼ g/4π is small in a weakly coupled theory. Note that since the
theory in eq. (6) is purely bosonic, there are no large fermionic corrections.
(iii) The procedure described in (ii) provides O(g3) accuracy in the critical temperature
and the broken phase observables.
Concrete numerical estimates of the accuracy of the effective field theory depend on
the observable and on the details of the model. Some estimates for the electroweak
theory were presented in [2, 7, 8], and we add some more in Section 5.4.
2.3 Dimensional reduction by matching
The definition of dimensional reduction described above provides a method of map-
ping the 4d theory on the 3d one. One just writes down the most general 3d super-
renormalizable Lagrangian for the heavy and light modes, and defines its parameters
by matching to a specified accuracy the 2-, 3-, and 4-point Green’s functions in the 3d
effective theory and in the underlying 4d fundamental theory. The Green’s functions
to be matched correspond to those appearing in the 3d Lagrangian. For the 2-point
functions one needs the momentum dependent part, but the 4-point functions may be
taken at vanishing external momenta. Due to gauge invariance, the 3-point functions
are not needed at all. The scalar Green’s functions with vanishing momenta are most
conveniently generated from an effective potential.
Consider in some more detail the renormalized 2-point function for the light scalar
field. In the full 4d theory, it is of the form
k2 +m2S +Π(k
2) = k2 +m2S +Π3(k
2) + Π(k2), (12)
and we want to match it to the corresponding function in the 3d theory:
k2 +m23 +Π3(k
2). (13)
Here Π3(k
2) is the contribution of the light and heavy modes only, and Π(k2) represents
all other contributions (corresponding 2-loop graphs contain at least 2 superheavy
lines)6. Since there are no IR-problems related to the integration over the superheavy
modes, Π(k2) is analytic in the external momentum k2, and can for k ≪ T be expanded
6To be precise, one must use resummation to produce the correct Π3(k
2) in eq. (12); however, this
is not relevant for the present argument.
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as
Π(k2) = Π(0) + Π
′
(0)k2 +O(g2
k4
T 2
). (14)
Here the Π’s are of order g2 and if we restrict to k ≤ gT , the higher-order contributions
O(g2k4/T 2) are at most of order g6T 2 and can be neglected. Assuming that Π(0) has
been calculated to 2-loop accuracy [T 2(g2 + g4)] and Π
′
(0) to 1-loop accuracy g2, one
can rewrite the right-hand-side of eq. (12) as
[1 + Π
′
(0)]
{
k2 + [m2S +Π(0)][1−Π′(0)] + Π3(k2)
}
, (15)
where Π3(k
2) is of order g2TmD ∼ g3T 2 and only terms up to order g4T 2 are kept. The
matching of eqs. (13) and (15) can now be carried out by relating the normalizations
of the fields in 3d and 4d through
φ23d =
1
T
[1 + Π
′
(0)]φ24d, (16)
and by relating the masses as
m23 = [m
2
S +Π(0)][1− Π′(0)], (17)
which is the order g4 result for m23. The other coupling constants can be fixed similarly,
using the appropriate correlators and taking always into account the different normal-
izations of the fields in 4d and 3d. The 3d theory relevant for the Standard Model is
constructed in this way in Sec. 4.
The general structure of the relationships of the 4d and 3d parameters is determined
by the super-renormalizable character of the 3d theory. The 4d couplings and masses
are functions of the 4d MS parameter µ4, but the 3d scalar and gauge coupling constants
are renormalization group (RG) invariant, since the 3d theory contains only mass
divergences. For example, on the 1-loop level the relationships of the 4d and 3d coupling
constants must have the form
g23 = T [g
2(µ4)− βg2 log(µ4/cg2T )], λ3 = T [λ(µ4)− βλ log(µ4/cλT )], (18)
where cg2 and cλ are definite fixed functions of physical parameters computable in
perturbation theory (see below), and the β’s are the corresponding β-functions. The
scalar masses in the effective 3d theory, on the other hand, are not RG-invariant,
but require ultraviolet renormalization on the 2-loop level. Just dimensionally, the
renormalized mass parameters are of the form
m23(µ3) =
1
16π2
f2m log
Λm
µ3
, (19)
where f2m ∼ g43. For clarity, let us point out that µ3 in eq. (19) is independent of
the µ4 of the 4d theory, since the bare mass parameter produced by the dimensional
reduction step is RG-invariant. In Sec. 3 we present a set of rules, together with a
computation of the necessary Feynman diagrams, allowing one to define the mapping
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of 4d on 3d (at 1-loop level for coupling constants and 2-loop level for masses) for an
arbitrary gauge theory.
An important comment is now in order. The matching procedure of dimensional
reduction described above is different from the initial [3] method of dimensional reduc-
tion which is defined as the sequence of the following steps:
(i) Define a 3d bosonic effective action as
exp(−Seff) =
∫
DψDφn 6=0 exp(−S), (20)
where integration over all superheavy modes is performed.
(ii)Make a perturbative computation of Seff and represent it in the form
Seff = cV T
3 +
∫
d3xLeff(T ) +
∑
n
On
T n
, (21)
where Leff(T ) is a renormalizable 3d effective bosonic Lagrangian with temperature-
dependent constants, On are operators of dimensionality n, suppressed by powers of
temperature, c is a number related to the number of degrees of freedom of the theory
and V is the volume of the system.
(iii) Drop all the terms On. The effective action contains then light and heavy fields.
The final step is the integration over the heavy modes in a way described in (i).
The difficulties with the procedure described above, arising at 2-loop level, have been
pointed out, e.g., in [25, 26]. The problems are due to steps (ii) and (iii), since step (i)
produces non-local operators which cannot be expanded in powers of p2/T 2. In terms
of graphs, in the procedure of eq. (20) the internal lines of the Feynman diagrams are
always superheavy (or heavy). For example, the only scalar diagram contributing to
the scalar mass renormalization on the 2-loop level is shown in Fig. 1.a. In the Green’s
function approach the extra graph in Fig. 1.b, containing two superheavy and one light
internal lines appears. As is pointed out in [7] this diagram does not vanish in the high
temperature limit, and therefore, gives a contribution to the 3d mass. Physically, the
reason is that light fields can have high momenta p ∼ T when they interact with the
superheavy fields. The need to include light fields in the internal lines of many-loop
graphs in order to establish a useful local effective field theory, is also well known in
the context of large-mass expansion in zero-temperature field theory (see, e.g., [27]).
When we speak of “integrating over” the superheavy or heavy scale below, we always
mean the matching procedure for the Green’s functions described in this Section.
3 Building blocks for dimensional reduction
In this Section, we give results for the typical diagrams appearing in the construction
of the effective 3d theory. We account here for the momentum integrations and spin
contractions; the isospin contractions, combinatorial factors, and coupling constants
relevant for the Standard Model are added in Sec. 4. We work in Landau gauge, where
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the vector propagators are transversal. The wave function normalization factors relat-
ing the 4d and 3d fields depend on the gauge condition [6], but the final parameters of
3d theory are gauge-independent at least to the order in which we are working [7, 9].
Landau-gauge is a convenient choice since it reduces the number of diagrams consid-
erably: an external scalar leg with vanishing momentum cannot directly couple to a
vector field, since the vertex is proportional to the loop momentum, and hence gives
zero when contracted with the transversal vector propagator.
We will work throughout in Euclidian space. The conventions for the Euclidian γ-
matrices γµ in terms of the Minkowskian matrices γ
µ are that γ0 = γ
0, γi = −iγi. The
main properties are γ†µ = γµ, {γµ, γν} = 2δµν , Tr γµ = 0, Tr 1 = 4. Due to the relations
t = −iτ and AM0 = iAE0 between Minkowskian and Euclidian variables, the covariant
derivative is iγµDMµ = −γµDEµ . The matrix γ5 satisfies
{γµ, γ5} = 0, γ25 = 1,
Tr γ5 = Tr γ5γµγν = 0, Tr γ5γµγνγσγρ ∝ ǫµνρσ. (22)
We define aR,L = (1± γ5)/2.
The general form of the theory is the following. There are scalars φ, vector fields Aaµ,
ghosts ηa, and fermions ψ. In the symmetric phase, only the scalar fields have a mass
parameter; any mass parameters are inessential to dimensional reduction, though, since
we assume m ∼ gT so that masses contribute at higher order . The propagators are
〈φ(−p)φ(p)〉 = 1
p2 +m2S
, 〈Aaµ(−p)Abν(p)〉 = δab
δµν − pµpνp2
p2
,
〈η¯a(p)ηb(p)〉 = −δ
ab
p2
, 〈ψ¯α(p)ψβ(p)〉 =
ip/βα
p2
. (23)
Defining
Fµνρ(p, q, r) = δµρ(pν − rν) + δρν(rµ − qµ) + δνµ(qρ − pρ), (24)
Gabcdµνσρ = f
abef cde(δµσδνρ − δµρδνσ) + (b↔ c, ν ↔ σ) + (b↔ d, ν ↔ ρ),
where fabc is antisymmetric, the theory has the following types of vertices. The self-
interactions of vector fields are due to vertices of the form
igfabcFµνρ(p, q, r)A
a
µ(p)A
b
ν(q)A
c
ρ(r), igf
abcpµη¯
a(p)Abµ(q)η
c(r),
g2GabcdµνσρA
a
µA
b
νA
c
σA
d
ρ. (25)
In the actual calculation one only needs the expression
Gααcdµνσρ = f
αcefαde(2δµνδσρ − δµσδνρ − δµρδνσ), (26)
where α is not summed over, so that the isospin part separates for the quartic vertex
as it does for the cubic one. Fermions interact through vertices of the type
igψ¯γµAµaLψ, igψ¯γµAµψ, gY ψ¯φψ, gY ψ¯γ5φψ, (27)
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and the scalar vertices are of the form
λφ4, ig(pµ − rµ)φ(p)Aµ(q)φ(r), g2φφAµAµ. (28)
In the above formulas, momentum conservation is implied. The isospin indices are
suppressed in eqs. (27) and (28). It turns out that for the calculations in this paper
it is sufficient to treat explicitly only the first and third vertex in eq. (27), since the
other two give results differing only by trivial numerical coefficients.
In addition to the renormalized vertices, one needs counterterms. The wave function
counterterms are denoted by δZS = ZS − 1 (and similarly for the other fields), where
φB = Z
1/2
S φ, AB = Z
1/2
V A, ψL,B = (Z
L
F )
1/2ψL, ψR,B = (Z
R
F )
1/2ψR (29)
and ψL(R) = aL(R)ψ. The only mass counterterm in the symmetric phase is δm
2
S. In
the broken phase, the shift in the scalar field generates mass counterterms for vectors
and fermions, as well. The coupling constant counterterms are denoted by δg2, δλ and
δgY , and are defined by
g2Bφ
2
BA
2
B = (g
2 + δg2)φ2A2, λBφ
4
B = (λ+ δλ)φ
4,
gY,Bψ¯BφBψB = (gY + δgY )ψ¯φψ. (30)
3.1 Integration over the superheavy scale
In this Section we construct a local 3d effective field theory which contains the bosonic
n = 0 Matsubara modes only, and produces the same static Green’s functions as the
full 4d theory with the required accuracy. As explained in Sec. 2, the recipe is to
first identify the general structure of the effective theory, and then to compare static
correlators calculated from the 3d and 4d theories. The structure of the effective theory
differs from the tree-level action for n = 0 modes in the 4d theory in that the absence
of Lorentz symmetry allows the temporal components of the gauge fields to develop
mass terms and quartic self-interactions. At 1-loop level, the construction of the 3d
theory proceeds simply by calculating the effect of fermions and n 6= 0 bosons to two-,
three-, and four-point correlators of the static modes. At 2-loop level, there can be
n = 0 modes in the loops, as well, and hence one must carefully compare the correlators
in the two theories. In Sec. 3.1.2 we calculate how the 3d fields are related to the 4d
fields, in Sec. 3.1.3 we compute the effective couplings of the gauge sector, in Sec. 3.1.4
we address the fundamental scalar sector, and in Sec. 3.1.5 we study the adjoint scalar
sector, which is composed of the temporal components of the gauge fields.
3.1.1 Notation and basic integrals
To give results for the diagrams appearing in the integration over the superheavy fields,
we use the following notation:
∑∫
p
= T
∑
n
∫
ddp
(2π)d
,
∑∫ ′
p
= T
∑
n 6=0
∫
ddp
(2π)d
, d = 3− 2ǫ,
9
pb = (ω
b
n, ~p), pf = (ω
f
n, ~p), ω
b
n = 2nπT, ω
f
n = (2n+ 1)πT, k ≡ (0, ~k),
ıǫ = ln
µ2
T 2
+ 2γE − 2 ln 2− 2ζ
′(2)
ζ(2)
, c =
1
2
[
ln
8π
9
+
ζ ′(2)
ζ(2)
− 2γE] ≈ −0.348725,
cB = ln(4π)− γE ≈ 1.953808, cF = cB − 2 ln 2 ≈ 0.567514,
Lb = ln
µ2
T 2
− 2cB, Lf = ln µ
2
T 2
− 2cF , 1
ǫb
=
1
ǫ
+ Lb,
1
ǫf
=
1
ǫ
+ Lf . (31)
The theory is regularized in the MS-scheme, µ is the corresponding scale parameter.
The basic integrals appearing in 1-loop integration over the superheavy modes are
the following. The fermionic and bosonic tadpole integrals, to the accuracy they are
needed, are [23]
I ′b(m) =
∑∫ ′
pb
1
p2 +m2
= µ−2ǫ
[
T 2
12
(1 + ǫıǫ)− m
2
16π2
(
1
ǫ
+ Lb
)]
, (32)
If (m) =
∑∫
pf
1
p2 +m2
= µ−2ǫ
[
−T
2
24
[
1 + ǫ(ıǫ − 2 ln 2)
]
− m
2
16π2
(
1
ǫ
+ Lf
)]
. (33)
Taking derivatives with respect to mass squared and temperature in eqs. (32), (33),
one can derive other integrals. In the end one can put the masses in the propagators
to zero, since the integrals over superheavy modes are analytic in the mass parameters,
and hence the effect of higher orders is suppressed by m2/T 2. The dependence on
external momenta is likewise analytic, and can be expanded in k2/T 2. Since all the
parameters of the effective theory are at most of order gT , higher order contributions
in k2/T 2 can only produce contributions suppressed by coupling constants. The masses
will play a role only in Sec. 3.1.4, where we calculate integrals over superheavy modes
not directly, but by using the effective potential; the needed integrals are given there.
The required massless integrals are
B′b ≡
∑∫ ′
pb
1
(p2)2
=
1
16π2
1
ǫb
,
B′b(k) =
∑∫ ′
pb
1
p2(p+ k)2
=
1
16π2
1
ǫb
[
1 +O
( k2
T 2
)]
,
J bαβ ≡
∑∫ ′
pb
pαpβ
p2(p+ k)2
−∑
∫ ′
pb
pαpβ
(p2)2
,
J b00 = −
k2
16π2
(
1
12ǫb
+
1
6
)
,
J bij = −
(
δij − kikj
k2
)
k2
16π2
(
1
12ǫb
)
+
kikj
16π2
(
1
4ǫb
)
, (34)
Kbαβ ≡
∑∫ ′
pb
pαpβ
(p2)2(p+ k)2
,
Kb00 =
1
16π2
(
1
4ǫb
+
1
2
)
,
Kbij =
δij
16π2
(
1
4ǫb
)
,
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Lb0 ≡
∑∫ ′
pb
p40
(p2)4
=
1
16π2
(
1
8ǫb
+
1
3
)
.
Here we did not write µ−2ǫ explicitly and neglected the higher-order contributions
in k2/T 2. For the fermionic case one simply replaces 1/ǫb by 1/ǫf everywhere in eq. (34).
3.1.2 Wave function normalization
Let us calculate how the 3d fields are related to the 4d fields. This is to be done on
1-loop level. In practice, one has to calculate the contribution of the superheavy modes
to the momentum-dependent part of the two-point correlator of the light and heavy
modes. Indeed, the contribution of the light and heavy modes is the same in the full
theory and the effective theory, whereas the contribution of the superheavy modes can
be produced in the effective theory only by a different normalization of the fields.
The generic diagrams needed for the scalar correlator, and for the temporal and
spatial components of the vector correlator, are shown in Figs. 2.a and 2.b. To de-
termine the wave function normalization factor, one needs only the parts proportional
to k2 from these diagrams. We identify the diagram by the types of propagators that
appear in it, S, V, F, and η denoting the scalar, vector, fermion and ghost propagators.
Counterterm contributions are denoted by CT. After some simple algebra one gets for
the diagrams of Fig. 2.a the results
ZφCT = k2δZS, (35)
ZφSV =
∑∫ ′
pb
(2kµ + pµ)(2kν + pν)
(
δµν − pµpνp2
)
p2[(p+ k)2 +m2S]
⇒ 4k2B′b − 4kikjKbij =
k2
16π2
3
ǫb
, (36)
ZφFF =
∑∫
pf
Tr(ip/)[i(p + k)/ ]
p2(p+ k)2
⇒ 2k2B′f =
k2
16π2
2
ǫf
. (37)
When the correct coefficients are taken into account, the counterterm contribution
ZφCT cancels the 1/ǫ-parts from the two other contributions, since there is no wave-
function renormalization in the 3d theory. The remaining Lb- and Lf -terms determine
the relation of the 3d fields to the 4d fields. Explicit expressions for the EW theory
are given in Sec. 4.
For the vector correlator, the spatial and temporal components have to be calculated
separately. For the spatial components, one only needs to calculate the transversal part,
and hence the longitudinal part is not displayed below. The symbols J
b(T )
ij , K
b(T )
ij mean
the transversal parts of J bij, K
b
ij in eq. (34). The diagrams in Fig. 2.b give
ZA0CT = k2δZV , (38)
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ZAiCT = k2
(
δij − kikj
k2
)
δZV , (39)
ZA0SS =
∑∫ ′
pb
(2p0)(2p0)
[p2 +m2S][(p+ k)
2 +m2S]
⇒ 4J b00 =
k2
16π2
(
− 1
3ǫb
− 2
3
)
, (40)
ZAiSS =
∑∫ ′
pb
(2pi + ki)(2pj + kj)
[p2 +m2S][(p+ k)
2 +m2S]
⇒ 4J b(T )ij =
(
δij − kikj
k2
)
k2
16π2
(
− 1
3ǫb
)
, (41)
ZA0ηη =
∑∫ ′
pb
p20
p2(p+ k)2
⇒ J b00 =
k2
16π2
(
− 1
12ǫb
− 1
6
)
, (42)
ZAiηη =
∑∫ ′
pb
pi(pj + kj)
p2(p+ k)2
⇒ J b(T )ij =
(
δij − kikj
k2
)
k2
16π2
(
− 1
12ǫb
)
, (43)
ZA0FF =
∑∫
pf
Tr[ip/γ0aL][i(p + k)/ γ0aL]
p2(p + k)2
= −2 ∑
∫
pf
2p20 − δ00(p2 + p · k)
p2(p+ k)2
⇒ −4Jf00 − k2B′f =
k2
16π2
(
− 2
3ǫf
+
2
3
)
, (44)
ZAiFF =
∑∫
pf
Tr[ip/γiaL][i(p+ k)/ γjaL]
p2(p+ k)2
= −2 ∑
∫
pf
2pipj + pikj + pjki − δij(p2 + p · k)
p2(p+ k)2
⇒ −4Jf(T )ij −
(
δij − kikj
k2
)
k2B′f =
(
δij − kikj
k2
)
k2
16π2
(
− 2
3ǫf
)
. (45)
To give the two remaining contributions ZA0VV and ZAiVV, we note that
ZA0VV =
∑∫ ′
pb
M00
p2(p+ k)2
, ZAiVV =
∑∫ ′
pb
Mij
p2(p+ k)2
, (46)
where, apart from terms proportional to kµ, [28]
Mµν =
(
δαβ − pαpβ
p2
)(
δσρ − (p+ k)σ(p+ k)ρ
(p+ k)2
)
Fµασ(k, p,−p− k)Fνβρ(k, p,−p− k)
12
⇒
[
p2 + (p+ k)2 + 4k2
]
δµν + (10− 8ǫ)pµpν
− 2
p2
[
(p2 + 2p · k)2δµν − (p2 + 2p · k − k2)pµpν
]
+
1
p2(p+ k)2
[
k4pµpν
]
. (47)
Here we utilized the symmetry of the integrand in the change p→ −p−k. The results
for the k2-terms can then be seen to be
ZA0VV ⇒ 4k2B′b + (10− 8ǫ)J b00 − 2
[
−k2B′b + 2k2Kb00
]
=
k2
16π2
(
25
6
1
ǫb
− 3
)
, (48)
ZAiVV ⇒ 4k2B′b
(
δij − kikj
k2
)
+ (10− 8ǫ)J b(T )ij − 2
[
−k2B′b
(
δij − kikj
k2
)
+2k2K
b(T )
ij
]
=
(
δij − kikj
k2
)
k2
16π2
(
25
6
1
ǫb
+
2
3
)
. (49)
The constant 2/3 in eq. (49) comes from −8ǫJ b(T )ij . When all the contributions are
summed together with the correct coefficients, the counterterm contributions ZACT again
cancel the 1/ǫ-parts.
3.1.3 The couplings of the gauge sector
To calculate the couplings of the gauge sector, one has to study some vertex to which
the gauge fields couple. The spatial gauge fields feel only one coupling constant g23
due to gauge invariance. The interaction of the temporal components of the gauge
fields with the other scalar fields is not protected by gauge invariance, and hence the
corresponding couplings may differ from g23. We calculate the couplings related to
the gauge fields from a four-point correlator, since the external momenta may then be
assumed to be zero. In practice, it is most convenient to choose the (φφAA)-correlator,
since then one gets the two couplings related to the (φφAiAj)- and (φφA0A0)-vertices
from almost the same calculations. The diagrams needed are shown in Fig. 3. The
results are (G0 is the tree-level contribution)
GA00 = GAi0 = g2, (50)
GA0CT = GAiCT = δg2, (51)
GA0SS =
∑∫ ′
pb
1
(p2)2
= B′b =
1
16π2
1
ǫb
, (52)
GAiSS =
∑∫ ′
pb
δij
(p2)2
= δijB
′
b =
δij
16π2
1
ǫb
, (53)
GA0SV =
∑∫ ′
pb
(
δ00 − p
2
0
p2
)
(p2)2
= B′b −Kb00 =
1
16π2
(
3
4
1
ǫb
− 1
2
)
, (54)
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GAiSV =
∑∫ ′
pb
(
δij − pipjp2
)
(p2)2
= δijB
′
b −Kbij =
δij
16π2
(
3
4
1
ǫb
)
, (55)
GA0VV =
∑∫ ′
pb
(
δαµ − pαpµp2
)(
δαν − pαpνp2
)
(p2)2
(
2δµνδ00 − 2δµ0δν0
)
= 4(1− ǫ)B′b + 2Kb00 =
1
16π2
(
9
2
1
ǫb
− 3
)
, (56)
GAiVV =
∑∫ ′
pb
(
δαµ − pαpµp2
)(
δαν − pαpνp2
)
(p2)2
(
2δµνδij − δµiδνj − δµjδνi
)
= 4(1− ǫ)B′bδij + 2Kbij =
δij
16π2
(
9
2
1
ǫb
− 4
)
, (57)
GA0SSS =
∑∫ ′
pb
(2p0)
2
(p2)3
= 4Kb00 =
1
16π2
(
1
ǫb
+ 2
)
, (58)
GAiSSS =
∑∫ ′
pb
(2pi)(2pj)
(p2)3
= 4Kbij =
δij
16π2
(
1
ǫb
)
, (59)
GA0VVV =
∑∫ ′
pb
(
δαµ − pαpµp2
)(
δαν − pαpνp2
)(
δσρ − pσpρp2
)
(p2)3
F0µσ(0, p,−p)F0νρ(0, p,−p)
= 4(3− 2ǫ)∑
∫ ′
pb
p20
(p2)3
= 4(3− 2ǫ)Kb00 =
1
16π2
(
3
ǫb
+ 4
)
, (60)
GAiVVV =
∑∫ ′
pb
(
δαµ − pαpµp2
)(
δαν − pαpνp2
)(
δσρ − pσpρp2
)
(p2)3
Fiµσ(0, p,−p)Fjνρ(0, p,−p)
= 4(3− 2ǫ)∑
∫ ′
pb
pipj
(p2)3
= 4(3− 2ǫ)Kbij =
δij
16π2
(
3
ǫb
− 2
)
, (61)
GA0FFFF =
∑∫
pf
1
(p2)4
Tr[(ip/)(ip/)(ip/γ0aL)(ip/γ0aL)]
= 2
∑∫
pf
2p20 − p2δ00
(p2)3
= 4Kf00 − 2B′f =
1
16π2
(
− 1
ǫf
+ 2
)
, (62)
GAiFFFF =
∑∫
pf
1
(p2)4
Tr[(ip/)(ip/)(ip/γiaL)(ip/γjaL)]
= 2
∑∫
pf
2pipj − p2δij
(p2)3
= 4Kfij − 2B′fδij =
δij
16π2
(
− 1
ǫf
)
. (63)
The counterterm contributions GA0CT, GAiCT cancel the 1/ǫ-parts from the other contribu-
tions, since there is no coupling constant renormalization in the 3d theory. The final
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result for the 3d couplings then consists of the tree-level result corrected by logarithmic
terms and constants.
3.1.4 The couplings of the fundamental scalar sector
To derive the 3d mass and self-coupling of the φ-field, one has to calculate the effect
of the superheavy modes on the two- and four-point scalar correlators with vanishing
external momenta. These contributions can most easily be derived by calculating the
effective potential V (ϕ) for the scalar field, and extracting from it the part coming from
the superheavy modes. The effective potential contains the one-particle-irreducible
Green’s functions Gn at vanishing external momenta through V (ϕ) =
∑
n(1/n!)Gnϕ
n,
so that the terms quadratic and quartic in ϕ give the two- and four-point correlators.
The usefulness of V (ϕ) lies in the fact that the combinatorial factors associated with
it are simpler than those associated with a direct evaluation of Feynman diagrams.
Since the superheavy modes do not suffer from IR-problems, their contribution to
the effective potential is analytic in the mass parameters appearing in the propagators.
In contrast to the direct evaluation of superheavy contributions in the previous sec-
tions, the masses cannot here be neglected, though, but are quite essential: the mass
parameters depend quadratically on the shifted field ϕ, so that terms of the form T 2m2,
m4 determine the two- and four-point scalar correlators. To get the quartic coupling,
it is enough to extract the m4-term from the 1-loop effective potential. For the mass
parameter m23, however, one needs a 2-loop calculation.
Let us note that to get the correct result to order g4 for V (ϕ) actually requires
resummation [23]. This can be done by adding and subtracting from the Lagrangian
the 1-loop thermal mass terms
Πφ(0)φ(0, ~k)φ(0,−~k), 1
2
ΠA0(0)A0(0,
~k)A0(0,−~k), (64)
where the bar indicates that only contributions from the superheavy modes are in-
cluded. The terms added to L with plus-signs are treated as tree-level masses, whereas
the terms subtracted with minus-signs are treated as counterterms. For the present
problem, however, resummation is inessential, since it affects only the contributions
coming from the n = 0-modes. In other words, it is sufficient to know which contri-
butions to V (ϕ) come from 3d, but the exact expressions are not needed. Hence the
thermal corrections to masses may be neglected, allowing one to treat the temporal
and spatial components of the gauge fields as having the same mass, which simpli-
fies the expressions somewhat. Just for cosmetic reasons, one might wish to calculate
the 1-loop contributions from the thermal counterterms, though, since they cancel the
linear terms of the form mT 3 in the unresummed 2-loop V (ϕ), see below.
To calculate V (ϕ), one shifts φ → φ + ϕ, neglects linear terms, and calculates all
the one-particle-irreducible vacuum diagrams. The masses of the scalar, vector and
fermion fields, respectively, are of the form
m2 = m2S + n1λϕ
2, M2 = n2g
2ϕ2, m2f = n3g
2
Y ϕ
2, (65)
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where n1, n2, n3 are some numerical factors. The propagators in eq. (23) change ac-
cordingly. The ghosts remain massless in Landau gauge. The shift generates mass
counterterms (δm2, δM2 and δmf) from the corresponding coupling constant coun-
terterms, as well.
To calculate the 1-loop contribution to V (ϕ), one needs the integrals [23]
Jb(m) =
1
2
∑∫
pb
ln(p2 +m2) = µ−2ǫ
[
m2T 2
24
− m
3T
12π
− m
4
64π2
(
1
ǫ
+ Lb
)]
+O
(m6
T 2
)
,
Jf(m) =
1
2
∑∫
pf
ln(p2 +m2) = µ−2ǫ
[
−m
2T 2
48
− m
4
64π2
(
1
ǫ
+ Lf
)]
+O
(m6
T 2
)
. (66)
The terms suppressed by T 2 and neglected in eq. (66) are
J
(6)
b =
ζ(3)
768π4
m6
T 2
, J
(6)
f =
7ζ(3)
768π4
m6
T 2
, (67)
and give the higher order operators discussed in Sec. 5.4. In the 3d theory, the integral
corresponding to Jb(m) is
J3(m) =
T
2
∫
ddp
(2π)d
ln(p2 +m2) = µ−2ǫ
(
− m
3T
12π
)
, (68)
which is just a part of Jb(m). With these integrals, one can write the typical scalar,
vector and fermion contributions CS(m), CV (M) and CF (mf ) to V1(ϕ), and separate
from these the 3d-part. The massless ghosts do not contribute. The results are
CS(m) ≡ −∑
∫
pb
ln
(
1
p2 +m2
)1/2
= Jb(m)
= C3dS + µ−2ǫ
[
m2T 2
24
− m
4
64π2
(
1
ǫ
+ Lb
)]
, (69)
CV (M) ≡ −∑
∫
pb
ln
(
det
δµν − pµpν/p2
p2 +M2
)1/2
= (3− 2ǫ)Jb(M)
= C3dV + µ−2ǫ
[
M2T 2
8
− M
4
64π2
(
3
ǫ
+ 3Lb − 2
)]
, (70)
CF (mf ) ≡ ∑
∫
pf
ln det
1
ip/+mf
= −4Jf (mf)
= µ−2ǫ
[m2fT 2
12
+
m4f
16π2
(
1
ǫ
+ Lf
)]
, (71)
where C3dS and C3dV are the corresponding integrals in the 3d theory. The 1/ǫ-parts are
T -independent, and are cancelled by the 1-loop counterterms 1
2
δm2Sϕ
2, 1
4
δλϕ4. Since
the bosonic field content of the 3d theory is the same as that of the original theory,
the parts C3dS and C3dV are reproduced by the 3d theory. The coefficient of ϕ2/2 of the
remaining terms determines the 1-loop result for m23, and the coefficient of ϕ
4/4 the
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1-loop result for λ3. In this simple way, the couplings of the fundamental scalar sector
in the effective 3d theory get fixed at 1-loop order.
Next we go to 2-loop level, which is required for the mass m23. In general, there
are three classes of diagrams (see, e.g., Fig. 23 in [23]) contributing at order g4: the
sunset diagrams, the figure 8 -diagrams, and the 1-loop counterterm diagrams. The
counterterm diagrams can contain either the mass or the wave function counterterm.
The general strategy is the same as at 1-loop level: from each bosonic diagram, one
separates the contribution coming from the n = 0 modes, since this contribution is
reproduced by the 3d theory. The remaining part, analytic in the mass parameters,
is not reproduced by the 2-loop diagrams of the 3d theory, and must hence be due
to corrections to the tree-level parameters of the 3d theory. The fermionic diagrams
do not appear in the 3d theory, but they are IR-safe, and hence directly produce
terms analytic in the mass parameters, contributing to m23. We will first give the basic
integrals appearing in the calculation, and then the results for the contributions of the
superheavy modes to all the different types of diagrams that can appear.
The bosonic tadpole integral is
Ib(m) =
∑∫
pb
1
p2 +m2
= I ′b(m) + I3(m), (72)
where I ′b(m) is in eq. (32) and the 3d integral is
I3(m) = T
∫ ddp
(2π)d
1
p2 +m2
= µ−2ǫ
(
− mT
4π
)
. (73)
The fermionic tadpole integral If (m) is given in eq. (33). The products appearing in
the 2-loop diagrams, apart from inessential vacuum terms, are
Ib(m1)Ib(m2) = I3(m1)I3(m2) +
1
12
µ−2ǫT 2
[
I3(m1) + I3(m2)
]
−µ−4ǫ T
2
16π2
(m21 +m
2
2)
(
1
12ǫ
+
Lb
12
+
ıǫ
12
)
, (74)
Ib(m)If (mf ) = − 1
24
µ−2ǫT 2I3(m) + µ
−4ǫ T
2
16π2
[
m2
(
1
24ǫ
+
Lb
24
+
ıǫ
24
− 1
12
ln 2
)
,
−m2f
(
1
12ǫ
+
Lf
12
+
ıǫ
12
)]
, (75)
If (mf)If (mf ′) = µ
−4ǫ T
2
16π2
(m2f +m
2
f ′)
(
1
24ǫ
+
Lf
24
+
ıǫ
24
− 1
12
ln 2
)
. (76)
The bosonic sunset integral is [7, 29]
Hb(m1, m2, m3) =
∑∫
pb,qb
1
[p2 +m21][q
2 +m22][(p+ q)
2 +m23]
= µ−4ǫ
T 2
16π2
(
1
4ǫ
+ ln
µ
m1 +m2 +m3
+
1
2
)
= H3(m1, m2, m3) + µ
−4ǫ T
2
16π2
(
1
4
Lb +
1
4
ıǫ + ln
3T
µ
+ c
)
, (77)
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where H3(m1, m2, m3) is the corresponding integral in 3d. Using eq. (31) one can
see that the expression in the brackets on the last line actually vanishes, so that
H3(m1, m2, m3) is the second line in eq. (77). However, it proves useful to write
Hb(m1, m2, m3) in the form indicated. The fermionic integral
Hf(mf , mf ′ , m) =
∑∫
pf ,qf
1
[p2 +m2f ][q
2 +m2f ′ ][(p + q)
2 +m2]
(78)
vanishes [23].
There is also a third integral, L(m1, m2), appearing in the 2-loop graphs [23]. Apart
from vacuum terms, it is given by
L(m1, m2) =
∑∫
pb,qb
(p · q)2
p2(p2 +m21)q
2(q2 +m22)
= L3(m1, m2) + µ
−2ǫT
2
24
[
I3(m1) + I3(m2)
]
− µ−4ǫ T
2
16π2
(m21 +m
2
2)
(
1
48ǫ
+
Lb
48
+
ıǫ
48
− 1
48
)
, (79)
where
L3(m1, m2) =
1
3
I3(m1)I3(m2). (80)
However, this integral does not contribute to the integration over the superheavy scale
in the Standard Model, since it is cancelled between the figure 8 and sunset diagrams
containing only SU(2) vector fields (DVV and DVVV below) [23].
Using the given integrals and results from [23] for the 2-loop diagrams, one can write
down the contributions from the superheavy modes to all the possible types of 2-loop
diagrams. We give here explicit results only for the simplest mass combinations in the
propagators, relevant for Sec. 4; the results for the cases with other masses can be read
by using eqs. (74)-(77) and Appendix A of [23]. As stated above, we need not bother
about resummation. The results are
DSSS(m1, m2, m3) = ∑
∫
pb,qb
1
[p2 +m21][q
2 +m22][(p+ q)
2 +m23]
= D3dSSS + µ−4ǫ
T 2
16π2
(
Lb
4
+
ıǫ
4
+ ln
3T
µ
+ c
)
, (81)
DSSV(m1, m2,M) = ∑
∫
pb,qb
(2pµ + qµ)(2pν + qν)
(
δµν − qµqνq2
)
[p2 +m21][q
2 +M2][(p+ q)2 +m22]
= D3dSSV +
1
6
µ−2ǫT 2I3(M)
+µ−4ǫ
T 2
16π2
[
M2
(
− 1
6ǫ
+
Lb
12
+
ıǫ
12
+ ln
3T
µ
+ c
)
−2(m21 +m22)
(
Lb
4
+
ıǫ
4
+ ln
3T
µ
+ c
)]
, (82)
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DSVV(m,M,M) = ∑
∫
pb,qb
4
(
δµν − pµpνp2
)(
δµν − qµqνq2
)
[p2 +M2][q2 +M2][(p + q)2 +m2]
= D3dSVV + µ−4ǫ
T 2
16π2
[
5
2
Lb +
5
2
ıǫ + 10
(
ln
3T
µ
+ c
)]
, (83)
DVVV(M,M,M) =∑
∫
pb,qb
(
δµα − pµpαp2
)(
δνβ − qνqβq2
)(
δργ − rρrγr2
)
[p2 +M2][q2 +M2][(p+ q)2 +M2]
Fµνρ(p, q, r)Fαβγ(p, q, r)
= D˜3dVVV +
7
4
µ−2ǫT 2I3(M)− 3L(M,M)
−µ−4ǫ T
2
16π2
M2
[
7
4
1
ǫ
+
31
4
Lb +
31
4
ıǫ + 24
(
ln
3T
µ
+ c
)
− 1
]
, (84)
DηηV(M) = −∑
∫
pb,qb
pµ(pν + qν)
(
δµν − qµqνq2
)
p2(q2 +M2)(p+ q)2
= D3dηηV −
1
24
µ−2ǫT 2I3(M)
−µ−4ǫ T
2
16π2
M2
[
− 1
24ǫ
+
Lb
48
+
ıǫ
48
+
1
4
(
ln
3T
µ
+ c
)]
, (85)
DFFS(mf , mf ′ , m) = ∑
∫
pf ,qf
Tr(ip/+mf)(iq/−mf ′)
[p2 +m2f ][q
2 +m2f ′ ][(p + q)
2 +m2]
= −1
6
µ−2ǫT 2I3(m) + µ
−4ǫ T
2
16π2
[
m2
(
1
6ǫ
+
Lb
6
+
ıǫ
6
− 1
3
ln 2
)
−(m2f +m2f ′)
(
1
4ǫ
+
Lf
4
+
ıǫ
4
− 1
6
ln 2
)]
, (86)
DFFV(mf , mf ′ ,M) = −∑
∫
pf ,qf
Tr(ip/+mf )γµaL(iq/−mf ′)γνaL
[p2 +m2f ][q
2 +m2f ′ ][(p+ q)
2 +M2]
(
δµν − rµrν
r2
)
= −1
6
µ−2ǫT 2I3(M) + µ
−4ǫ T
2
16π2
[
M2
(
1
6ǫ
+
Lb
6
+
ıǫ
6
− 1
3
ln 2− 1
6
)
−(m2f +m2f ′)
(
1
4ǫ
+
Lf
4
+
ıǫ
4
− 1
6
ln 2− 1
4
)]
, (87)
DSS(m1, m2) = −∑
∫
pb,qb
1
(p2 +m21)(q
2 +m22)
= D3dSS −
1
12
µ−2ǫT 2
[
I3(m1) + I3(m2)
]
+µ−4ǫ
T 2
16π2
(m21 +m
2
2)
(
1
12ǫ
+
Lb
12
+
ıǫ
12
)
, (88)
DSV(m,M) = −2 ∑
∫
pb,qb
δµν
(
δµν − qµqνq2
)
(p2 +m2)(q2 +M2)
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= D3dSV −
1
2
µ−2ǫT 2
[
I3(m) + I3(M)
]
+µ−4ǫ
T 2
16π2
(m2 +M2)
(
1
2ǫ
+
Lb
2
+
ıǫ
2
− 1
3
)
, (89)
DVV(M1,M2) = −∑
∫
pb,qb
(
δµν − pµpνp2
)(
δσρ − qσqρq2
)
(p2 +M21 )(q
2 +M22 )
(2δµνδσρ − δµσδνρ − δµρδνσ)
= D˜3dVV −
7
6
µ−2ǫT 2
[
I3(M1) + I3(M2)
]
+ 2L(M1,M2)
+µ−4ǫ
T 2
16π2
(M21 +M
2
2 )
(
7
6ǫ
+
7
6
Lb +
7
6
ıǫ − 5
3
)
, (90)
DS(m) = ∑
∫
pb
δm2 + δZSp
2
p2 +m2
= µ−2ǫ
T 2
12
(1 + ǫıǫ)(δm
2 −m2δZS), (91)
DV (M) = ∑
∫
pb
δM2 + δZV p
2
p2 +M2
δµν
(
δµν − pµpν
p2
)
= µ−2ǫ
T 2
12
[3 + 3ǫıǫ − 2ǫ](δM2 −M2δZV ), (92)
DF (mf ) = ∑
∫
pf
1
p2 +m2f
Tr[ip/−mf ][δmf + ip/(aLδZLF + aRδZRF )]
= µ−2ǫ
T 2
12
[1 + ǫ(ıǫ − 2 ln 2)][δm2f −m2f(δZLF + δZRF )]. (93)
In the expressions for DVVV and DFFV, we used r as a shorthand for −p− q. The tilde
over D˜3dVVV and D˜3dVV indicates that the 3d-part of L(M,M) is not included. In eq. (93),
δm2f ≡ 2mfδmf .
In addition to the diagrams mentioned above, one may calculate the thermal coun-
terterm diagrams. According to eq. (64), they give contributions of the form
−Πφ(0)I3(m), −ΠA0(0)I3(M). (94)
These contributions cancel the linear terms proportional to T 2I3(m), T
2I3(M) in
eqs. (81)-(93). After this cancellation, all that is left is terms proportional to the
masses squared. Using eq. (65), such terms give the coefficient of ϕ2/2, i.e., the mass
m23 of the 3d theory. The counterterm contributions DS(m), DV (M), DF (mf ) do not
cancel all the 1/ǫ-parts from the other contributions, since there remains a 2-loop mass
counterterm in the 3d theory [7].
3.1.5 The couplings of the adjoint scalar sector
The couplings of the adjoint scalar sector could be calculated from an effective potential
as for the fundamental scalar sector, but for completeness we calculate them directly
from Feynman diagrams. We make here just a 1-loop calculation.
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The 1-loop diagrams needed for calculating the (A0A0)-correlator at vanishing ex-
ternal momenta are shown in Fig. 4. We need two new integrals, obtained by taking
the derivative of eqs. (32), (33) with respect to T . With the accuracy needed,
E ′b(m) =
∑∫ ′
pb
p20
(p2 +m2)2
= −T
2
24
− m
2
16π2
(
1
2ǫb
+ 1
)
,
Ef (m) =
∑∫
pf
p20
(p2 +m2)2
=
T 2
48
− m
2
16π2
(
1
2ǫf
+ 1
)
. (95)
Note that E ′b(0) is the constant part subtracted in the definition of J
b
00 in eq. (34).
Using the integrals in eq. (95) together with those in eqs. (32), (34), the diagrams in
Fig. 4 give
A(2)S =
∑∫ ′
pb
1
p2 +m2S
= I ′b(mS) =
T 2
12
− m
2
S
16π2
1
ǫb
, (96)
A(2)V =
∑∫ ′
pb
δµν − pµpνp2
p2
(
2δ00δµν − 2δ0µδ0ν
)
= 4(1− ǫ)I ′b(0) + 2E ′b(0) =
T 2
4
, (97)
A(2)SS =
∑∫ ′
pb
(2p0)
2
(p2 +m2S)
2
= 4E ′b(mS) = −
T 2
6
− m
2
S
16π2
(
2
ǫb
+ 4
)
, (98)
A(2)VV =
∑∫ ′
pb
(12− 8ǫ)p20
(p2)2
= (12− 8ǫ)E ′b(0) = −
T 2
2
, (99)
A(2)ηη =
∑∫ ′
pb
p20
(p2)2
= E ′b(0) = −
T 2
24
, (100)
A(2)FF = −2
∑∫
pf
2p20 − p2
(p2)2
= −4Ef (0) + 2If(0) = −T
2
6
. (101)
For A(2)SS , A(2)VV, A(2)ηη , and A(2)FF, the integrand was obtained from eqs. (40), (47), (42),
and (44) by putting k → 0. In the final result, the 1/ǫ-parts cancel between A(2)S and
A(2)SS . The constant term proportional to m2S is of higher order, and the T 2-terms give
the desired 3d mass parameter.
The diagrams needed for the (A0A0A0A0)-correlator are shown in Fig. 5. They give
A(4)SS =
∑∫ ′
pb
1
(p2)2
= B′b =
1
16π2
1
ǫb
, (102)
A(4)SSS =
∑∫ ′
pb
(2p0)
2
(p2)3
= 4Kb00 =
1
16π2
(
1
ǫb
+ 2
)
, (103)
A(4)SSSS =
∑∫ ′
pb
(2p0)
4
(p2)4
= 16Lb0 =
1
16π2
(
2
ǫb
+
16
3
)
, (104)
A(4)VV =
∑∫ ′
pb
(
δµν − pµpνp2
)(
δσρ − pσpρp2
)
(p2)2
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×
(
2δ00δµσ − 2δ0µδ0σ
)(
2δ00δνρ − 2δ0νδ0ρ
)
= 8(1− ǫ)B′b + 4Lb0 =
1
16π2
(
17
2
1
ǫb
− 20
3
)
, (105)
A(4)VVV =
∑∫ ′
pb
(
δµν − pµpνp2
)(
δσα − pσpαp2
)(
δρβ − pρpβp2
)
(p2)3
×F0µσ(0, p,−p)F0νρ(0, p,−p)
(
2δ00δαβ − 2δ0αδ0β
)
= 16(1− ǫ)Kb00 + 8Lb0 =
1
16π2
(
5
ǫb
+
20
3
)
, (106)
A(4)VVVV =
∑∫ ′
pb
(
δαβ − pαpβp2
)(
δγδ − pγpδp2
)(
δµν − pµpνp2
)(
δσρ − pσpρp2
)
(p2)4
×F0αγ(0, p,−p)F0δν(0, p,−p)F0µσ(0, p,−p)F0βρ(0, p,−p)
= 16(3− 2ǫ)Lb0 =
1
16π2
(
6
ǫb
+ 12
)
, (107)
A(4)ηηηη =
∑∫ ′
pb
p40
(p2)4
= Lb0 =
1
16π2
(
1
8ǫb
+
1
3
)
, (108)
A(4)FFFF =
∑∫
pf
1
(p2)4
Tr[(ip/γ0aL)(ip/γ0aL)(ip/γ0aL)(ip/γ0aL)]
= = 16Lf0 − 16Kf00 + 2B′f =
1
16π2
(
−8
3
)
. (109)
Again the 1/ǫ-parts cancel when the correct coefficients are included, since there are
no coupling constant counterterms in the 3d theory.
3.2 Integration over the heavy scale
The integration over the heavy scale proceeds analogously to the integration over the
superheavy scale. Instead of an infinite number of excitations with masses ∼ πT , there
are now a finite number of fields with masses mD ∼ gT . The heavy fields include,
in particular, the temporal components A0 of the gauge fields. The heavy fields are
scalars in the effective 3d theory, so no gauge fixing is needed for the integration. The
general form of the resulting theory differs from the starting point only by the absence
of the heavy fields, so that the final theory is the light bosonic sector of the original 4d
theory, but in three spatial dimensions.
There are three kinds of vertices which the heavy field A0 feels. The interactions
with the spatial gauge fields follow from eq. (25), and are of the form
ig3f
abcAa0(p)A
b
i(q)A
c
0(r)(pi − ri), g23Gabcdij00AaiAbjAc0Ad0, (110)
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where Gabcdij00 ∝ δij. Here g3 denotes the dimensionful 3d gauge coupling, and the fields
have also been scaled by T to have the dimension GeV1/2. In addition to eq. (110)
there are different quartic scalar vertices. One of the scalar vertices, the quartic self-
interaction of A0, can be neglected, since the coupling constant is of order g
4, and would
appear only inside 2-loop graphs where it is further suppressed by other couplings.
The integration measure in 3d is denoted by
∫
dp ≡
∫
ddp
(2π)d
. (111)
The A0-propagator in the symmetric phase is
〈A0(p)A0(−p)〉 = 1
p2 +m2D
. (112)
The basic integrals needed are I¯3(m), which is just eq. (73) without T , together with
B(k2;m1, m2) and Jij, defined by
B(k2;m1, m2) =
∫
dp
1
[p2 +m21][(p+ k)
2 +m22]
=
i
8π(k2)1/2
ln
m1 +m2 − i(k2)1/2
m1 +m2 + i(k2)1/2
=
1
4π(m1 +m2)
[
1− 1
3
k2
(m1 +m2)2
+ . . .
]
, (113)
Jij =
∫
dp
pipj
[p2 +m2D][(p+ k)
2 +m2D]
−
∫
dp
pipj
(p2 +m2D)
2
= −
(
δij − kikj
k2
)
k2
96πmD
+
kikj
32πmD
+O
( k4
m3D
)
. (114)
Using these integrals, the task is to calculate the corrections frommD to the parameters
of the final theory in powers of g23/mD, where it is assumed that the light masses and
momenta are m ∼ k ∼ g23.
Let us start with wave function normalization. Since the fundamental scalar field
interacts with A0 only through quartic vertices, there is no momentum-dependent
correction from the A0-field to the φ-correlator. Hence the normalization of φ does
not change. The momentum-dependent correction to the Ai-correlator comes from the
diagram with two internal A0-propagators, and is, in analogy with ZAiSS in eq. (41),
ZAiLL =
∫
dp
(2pi + ki)(2pj + kj)
[p2 +m2D][(p+ k)
2 +m2D]
⇒ 4J (T )ij = −
(
δij − kikj
k2
)
k2
24πmD
. (115)
The heavy propagators are denoted by L.
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To fix the gauge coupling, one can calculate the contributions of A0 to the (φφAiAj)-
vertex. There are two types of diagrams, in analogy with GAiSS and GAiSSS in eqs. (53),
(59). The contributions are
GLL =
∫
dp
δij
(p2 +m2D)
2
=
δij
8πmD
, (116)
GLLL =
∫
dp
(2pi)(2pj)
(p2 +m2D)
3
=
δij
8πmD
. (117)
It is very easy to calculate the 1-loop corrections to the parameters of the scalar
sector, since the field one is integrating over is itself a scalar. Hence the diagrams can
give just I¯3(mD) or B(0;mD, mD). For the mass parameter, one needs again a 2-loop
calculation, and it is best to employ the effective potential. After the shift, the mass
of the heavy field is of the form m2L = m
2
D + h3ϕ
2, where h3 is the coupling of the
(φφA0A0)-interaction. The diagrams with heavy fields in internal lines do not exist
in the final theory, so their effect has to be produced by different parameters in the
action. One needs to expand the results of these diagrams in powers of m/mD to such
order that terms of the form mDm and m
2 are kept. Constant terms proportional to
m2D ar neglected. For the expansion, one writes
mL = mD +
1
2
h3ϕ
2
mD
+ . . . . (118)
There are four types of possible 2-loop diagrams, and they give [7]
DLS(m) =
∫
dp dq
1
(p2 +m2L)(q
2 +m2)
= I¯3(mL)I¯3(m)⇒ −µ
−2ǫ
4π
mD I¯3(m), (119)
DLV(M) =
∫
dp dq
δij
(
δij − qiqjq2
)
(p2 +m2L)(q
2 +M2)
= (2− 2ǫ)I¯3(mL)I¯3(M)⇒ −µ
−2ǫ
2π
mD I¯3(M), (120)
DLLS(m) =
∫
dp dq
1
[p2 +m2L][q
2 +m2L][(p + q)
2 +m2]
= H¯3(mL, mL, m)⇒ µ
−4ǫ
16π2
(
1
4ǫ
+ ln
µ
2mD
+
1
2
)
, (121)
DLLV(M) =
∫
dp dq
(2pi + qi)(2pj + qj)
(
δij − qiqjq2
)
[p2 +m2L][q
2 +M2][(p+ q)2 +m2L]
= (M2 − 4m2L)H¯3(mL, mL,M) + 2I¯3(mL)I¯3(M)− I¯3(mL)I¯3(mL)
⇒ −µ
−2ǫ
π
mDI¯3(M)
24
+
µ−4ǫ
16π2
[
M2
(
1
4ǫ
+ ln
µ
2mD
)
− h3ϕ2
(
1
ǫ
+ 4 ln
µ
2mD
+ 1
)]
. (122)
Here H¯3 is the H3 of eq. (77) divided by T
2. The “linear” terms proportional to
mDI¯3(m) in DLV and DLLV cancel each other, and those in DLS are cancelled by cor-
rections from mD to the mass of the scalar field inside 1-loop diagrams. This is in
complete analogy with the cancellation of linear terms in the integration over the su-
perheavy scale by the thermal counterterms. The actual effect then comes from the
diagrams DLLS and DLLV. The 1/ǫ-parts account for the change in the mass counter-
term, and the rest gives the change in the renormalized mass parameter.
4 Dimensional reduction in the Standard Model
In this Section we add the correct coefficients, relevant for the Standard Model, to the
generic results of Sec. 3. The coefficients are composed of combinatorial factors, group
theoretic factors from isospin contractions, and of coupling constants. We also explain
in detail how the final 3d theory is constructed.
4.1 Notation
We treat the Standard Model with the Higgs sector
Ls = (DµΦ)†DµΦ− ν2Φ†Φ + λ
(
Φ†Φ
)2
(123)
in the following consistent approximation. We take gY 6= 0 only for the top quark, so
that the Yukawa sector is
LY = gY (q¯LΦ˜tR + t¯RΦ˜†qL). (124)
Here Φ˜ = iτ2Φ
∗, τ2 is a Pauli matrix, and Φ is the Higgs doublet. The gauge couplings
are denoted by g, g′, and gS. We use the formal power-counting rule g
′2 ∼ g3, and keep
contributions only below order g5. This allows one to neglect g′2 e.g. inside 1-loop
formulas of vacuum renormalization, so that mW = mZ there.
Most of the counterterms of the Standard Model can be read from eq. (A11) of [23].
For completeness, let us state the bare parameters of the Higgs sector, since the terms
proportional to λ were neglected in [23]:
λB = λ+
µ−2ǫ
(4π)2ǫ
(
9
16
g4 − 9
2
λg2 + 12λ2 − 3g4Y + 6λg2Y
)
, (125)
ν2B = ν
2
[
1− µ
−2ǫ
(4π)2ǫ
(
9
4
g2 − 6λ− 3g2Y
)]
. (126)
Here the coupling constants have not been scaled to be dimensionless in contrast to [23].
Note that our convention for λ differs from [23] additionally by the factor 6. Let us
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also write down a few useful combinations of the bare parameters:
ν2Bφ
2
B = ν
2φ2
[
1 +
µ−2ǫ
(4π)2ǫ
6λ
]
, (127)
λBφ
4
B = φ
4
[
λ+
µ−2ǫ
(4π)2ǫ
(
9
16
g4 + 12λ2 − 3g4Y
)]
, (128)
g2Bφ
2
BA
2
B = g
2φ2A2
[
1− µ
−2ǫ
(4π)2ǫ
(
3
4
g2 + 3g2Y
)]
, (129)
gY,B q¯L,BΦ˜BtR,B = gY q¯LΦ˜tR
[
1− µ
−2ǫ
(4π)2ǫ
4g2S
]
. (130)
Within our approximation, the Standard Model contains five running parameters,
ν2(µ), g2(µ), λ(µ), g2Y (µ), and g
2
S(µ). The first four run at 1-loop order as
µ
d
dµ
ν2(µ) =
1
8π2
(
−9
4
g2 + 6λ+ 3g2Y
)
ν2, (131)
µ
d
dµ
g2(µ) =
1
8π2
(
8nF +Ns − 44
6
)
g4, (132)
µ
d
dµ
λ(µ) =
1
8π2
(
9
16
g4 − 9
2
λg2 + 12λ2 − 3g4Y + 6λg2Y
)
, (133)
µ
d
dµ
g2Y (µ) =
1
8π2
(
9
2
g4Y −
9
4
g2g2Y − 8g2Sg2Y
)
. (134)
Here nF = 3 is the number of families and Ns = 1 is the number of Higgs doublets.
The running of the strong coupling gS is not explicitly needed for the present problem,
since gS appears only inside loop corrections. The running of g
′2 is of higher order
according to our convention. The fields Φ, A and ψ run as well, and the formulas can
be extracted, e.g., from eqs. (127)-(130), (131)-(134).
To simplify some of the formulas below, we will use extensively the notation
h ≡ mH
mW
, t ≡ mt
mW
, s ≡ gS
g
, (135)
where mW , mH and mt are the physical W boson, Higgs particle and top quark masses.
Inside 1-loop formulas one may use the tree level relations g2h2 = 8λ and g2t2 = 2g2Y .
4.2 Integration over the superheavy scale
For the SU(2)+Higgs model, the formulas for dimensional reduction to order g4 have
been given in [7]. We add here the effect of fermions, and correct an error coming
from [6].
Due to 3d gauge invariance, the effective 3d theory is of the form
S =
∫
d3x
{
1
4
GaijG
a
ij +
1
4
FijFij + (DiΦ)
†(DiΦ) +m
2
3Φ
†Φ+ λ3(Φ
†Φ)2
+
1
2
(DiA
a
0)
2 +
1
2
m2DA
a
0A
a
0 +
1
4
λA(A
a
0A
a
0)
2 +
1
2
(∂iB0)
2 +
1
2
m′2DB0B0
+h3Φ
†ΦAa0A
a
0 + h
′
3Φ
†ΦB0B0 − 1
2
g3g
′
3B0Φ
†Aa0τ
aΦ
}
, (136)
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where Gaij = ∂iA
a
j − ∂jAai + g3ǫabcAbiAcj, Fij = ∂iBj − ∂jBi, DiΦ = (∂i − ig3τaAai /2 +
ig′3Bi/2)Φ, DiA
a
0 = ∂iA
a
0 + g3ǫ
abcAbiA
c
0, and Φ = (φ3 + iφ4, φ1 + iφ2)
T/
√
2. The τa:s
are the Pauli matrices. The factor 1/T multiplying the action has been scaled into the
fields and the coupling constants, so that the fields have the dimension GeV1/2 and the
couplings g23, λ3 have the dimension GeV. Due to the convention g
′2 ∼ g3, we can use
h′3 = g
′2
3 /4, neglect the quartic coupling of B0-fields, and use the indicated tree-level
values g3, g
′
3 in the part mixing A0 and B0. The problem is to calculate the parameters
in eq. (136) to order g4 in the coupling constants.
First, let us calculate how the 3d fields are related to the 4d fields. The momentum-
dependent contribution of the superheavy modes to the two-point scalar correlator
is
Zφ = ZφCT −
3
4
g2ZφSV +
3
2
g2YZφFF =
k2
16π2
(−9
4
g2Lb + 3g
2
YLf ), (137)
where the Zφ’s are from eqs. (35)-(37). For the spatial and temporal components of
the gauge fields one gets
ZA = ZACT −
Ns
2
g2ZASS + 2g2ZAηη − 2nFg2ZAFF − g2ZAVV, (138)
where the ZA’s are from eqs. (38)-(49). This gives
ZA0 = g
2k2
16π2
[
4nF
3
(Lf − 1) + Ns
6
(Lb + 2)− 13
3
Lb +
8
3
]
, (139)
ZAi =
(
δij − kikj
k2
)
g2k2
16π2
[
4nF
3
Lf +
Ns
6
Lb − 13
3
Lb − 2
3
]
. (140)
The Z’s here correspond just to Π′(0)k2 in eq. (14). Hence the wave functions in the
3d action are related to the renormalized 4d wave functions in the MS-scheme by
φ23 =
1
T
φ2
{
1 +
1
16π2
[
−9
4
g2Lb + 3g
2
YLf
]}
, (141)
(A3d0 )
2 =
1
T
(A0)
2
{
1 +
g2
16π2
[
4nF
3
(Lf − 1) + Ns
6
(Lb + 2)− 13
3
Lb +
8
3
]}
, (142)
(A3di )
2 =
1
T
(Ai)
2
{
1 +
g2
16π2
[
4nF
3
Lf +
Ns
6
Lb − 13
3
Lb − 2
3
]}
. (143)
The factor 1/T arises because of the rescaling in eq. (136). The loop corrections to the
normalization of B0 are of higher order according to our convention. When the running
of fields in 4d is taken into account, φ3, A
3d
0 and A
3d
i are seen to be independent of µ.
The constant −2/3 inside the square brackets in the formulas for A3d0 and A3di in
eqs. (142), (143) is missing in [7], due to an error in eq. (6.3) in [6]. This error
propagates to g23 and h3; the correct result for g
2
3 is also given in eq. (6) of [18].
Second, let us calculate the 1-loop corrections to the coupling constants of the gauge
sector. The couplings g23 and h3 can be extracted from the n 6= 0 contributions to
the (φφAiAj)- and (φφA0A0)-correlators at vanishing external momenta, respectively.
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The corrections to the (φφBB)- and (φφB0A0)-vertices are of higher order. The con-
tributions from the relevant diagrams are in eqs. (50)-(63). The coefficients are such
that
GA = GA0 + GACT − 6λg2GASS − g4GASV − g4GAVV
+6λg2GASSS + 2g4GAVVV − 3g2g2Y GAFFFF. (144)
This gives the effective vertices
g2
8
φiφiA
a
jA
a
j
[
1 +
1
16π2
(
3
4
g2Lb + 3g
2
Y Lf
)]
,
g2
8
φiφiA
a
0A
a
0
[
1 +
1
16π2
(
3
4
g2Lb + 3g
2
Y Lf +
23
2
g2 + 12λ− 6g2Y
)]
, (145)
where the fields are those of the 4d theory. When the fields are redefined according to
eqs. (141)-(143) and the vertex is identified with the corresponding vertex in eq. (136),
one gets the final result for the coupling constants g23 and h3:
g23 = g
2(µ)T
[
1 +
g2
16π2
(
44−Ns
6
Lb − 4nF
3
Lf +
2
3
)]
, (146)
h3 =
1
4
g2(µ)T
[
1 +
g2
16π2
(
44−Ns
6
Lb − 4nF
3
Lf +
53
6
−Ns
3
+
4nF
3
+
3
2
h2 − 3t2
)]
. (147)
As to the Higgs sector, the 1-loop unresummed contribution to the effective potential
in Landau gauge is
V1(ϕ) = CS(m1) + 3CS(m2) + 2CV (mT ) + CV (
√
m2T +m
′2
T ) + 3CF (mf ), (148)
where the C’s are from eqs. (69)-(71). The masses appearing in V1(ϕ) are
m21 = −ν2 + 3λϕ2, m22 = −ν2 + λϕ2,
m2T =
1
4
g2ϕ2, m′2T =
1
4
g′2ϕ2, m2f =
1
2
g2Yϕ
2. (149)
From the term quartic in masses in V1(ϕ), one gets the n 6= 0 contribution to the
four-point scalar correlator at vanishing momenta. Redefining the field φ according to
eq. (141), the coupling constant λ3 is then
λ3 = λ(µ)T
{
1− 3
4
g2
16π2
[(
6
h2
− 6 + 2h2
)
Lb +
(
4t2 − 8 t
4
h2
)
Lf − 4
h2
]}
. (150)
The coefficient of ϕ2/2 in V1(ϕ) gives the 1-loop result for the scalar mass squared.
The result is the term of order g2 on the first line of eq. (156).
For the 2-loop contribution to the mass squared m23, one needs the 2-loop effective
potential V2(ϕ). The diagrams needed for V2(ϕ) in the Standard Model are those in
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Fig. 23 of [23], added by two purely scalar diagrams, the figure-8 and the sunset. In
terms of eqs. (81)-(93), the result is
V2(ϕ) = −3λ2ϕ2
[
DSSS(m1, m1, m1) +DSSS(m1, m2, m2)
]
−3
8
g2
[
DSSV(m1, m2, mT ) +DSSV(m2, m2, mT )
]
− 3
64
g4ϕ2DSVV(m1, mT , mT )− 1
2
g2DVVV(mT , mT , mT )
−3
4
g2Y
[
DFFS(mf , mf , m1) +DFFS(mf , mf , m2) + 2DFFS(mf , 0, m2)
]
−3
8
g2
[
DFFV(mf , mf , mT ) + 4DFFV(mf , 0, mT ) + (8nF − 5)DFFV(0, 0, mT )
]
−3g2DηηV(mT )− 4g2SDFFV(mf , mf , 0)
−3
4
λ
[
DSS(m1, m1) + 2DSS(m1, m2) + 5DSS(m2, m2)
]
− 3
16
g2
[
DSV(m1, mT ) + 3DSV(m2, mT )
]
− 3
4
g2DVV(mT , mT )
+
1
2
DS(m1) + 3
2
DS(m2) + 3
2
DV(mT ) + 3DF(mf), (151)
where the mass counterterms needed for calculating DS, DV, and DF include those gen-
erated by the shift. The ıǫ’s from the different diagrams cancel in the sum. The linear
terms of the form T 2I3(m) are cancelled by the thermal counterterms as explained after
eq. (94). Apart from vacuum terms, the terms with 1/ǫ’s combine to ϕ2/2 multiplied
by
− T
2
16π2
µ−4ǫ
4ǫ
(
81
16
g4 + 9λg2 − 12λ2
)
, (152)
which is the order g4-result for the mass counterterm of the 3d theory. However,
one can add higher-order corrections to the mass counterterm by calculating the mass
divergence directly in the 3d theory, obtaining
δm23 = −
1
16π2
µ−4ǫ
4ǫ
(
39
16
g43 + 12h3g
2
3 − 6h23 + 9λ3g23 − 12λ23
)
. (153)
This agrees to order g4 with eq. (152) and is the final result for δm23.
Summing the finite contributions in eq. (151), one gets the expression for the renor-
malized part m23(µ) of the mass squared. With the shorthand notations
ν˜2 = ν2(µ)
{
1− 3
4
g2
16π2
[(
h2 − 3
)
Lb + 2t
2Lf
]}
, (154)
g˜2Y = Tg
2
Y (µ)
{
1− 3
8
g2
16π2
[(
6t2 − 6− 64
3
s2
)
Lf
+ 2 + 28 ln 2− 12h2 ln 2 + 8t2 ln 2− 64
9
s2(4 ln 2− 3)
]}
, (155)
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the result after redefinition of fields is
m23(µ) = −ν˜2 + T
(
1
2
λ3 +
3
16
g23 +
1
16
g′23 +
1
4
g˜2Y
)
+
T 2
16π2
[
g4
(
137
96
+
3nF
2
ln 2 +
nF
12
)
+
3
4
λg2
]
+
1
16π2
(
39
16
g43 + 12h3g
2
3 − 6h23 + 9λ3g23 − 12λ23
)(
ln
3T
µ
+ c
)
. (156)
Here, as in eq. (153), we have taken into account higher-order corrections in the loga-
rithmic term.
The parameters m′2D, m
2
D and λA require the calculation of the effect of n 6= 0 modes
on the (B0B0)-, (A0A0)- and (A0A0A0A0)-correlators at vanishing momenta. Using
eqs. (96)-(101), the two-point correlator for the U(1)-field B0 is
A(2)U(1) = g′2
[
NsA(2)S −
Ns
2
A(2)SS −
10nF
3
A(2)FF
]
. (157)
For the SU(2)-field A0, one gets
A(2)SU(2) = g2
[
NsA(2)S +A(2)V −
Ns
2
A(2)SS −A(2)VV + 2A(2)ηη − 2nFA(2)FF
]
. (158)
Using eqs. (102)-(109), the four-point correlator is
A(4)SU(2) = g4
[
−Ns
4
A(4)SS +
Ns
2
A(4)SSS −
Ns
8
A(4)SSSS −
1
2
A(4)VV
+2A(4)VVV −A(4)VVVV + 2A(4)ηηηη +
nF
2
A(4)FFFF
]
. (159)
Since there is no tree-level term corresponding to the correlators in eqs. (157)-(159),
the redefinition of fields in eq. (142) produces terms of higher order. The final results
can then be read directly from eqs. (157)-(159):
m′2D =
(
Ns
6
+
5nF
9
)
g′2T 2, (160)
m2D =
(
2
3
+
Ns
6
+
nF
3
)
g2T 2, (161)
λA = T
g4
16π2
16 +Ns − 4nF
3
. (162)
In principle, the mass m2D should be determined to order g
4 to be compatible with the
accuracy of vacuum renormalization. We have, however, not made this calculation,
since the effect of g4-corrections to m2D contributes in higher order than g
4 to the Higgs
field effective potential V (ϕ), which drives the EW phase transition.
Using eqs. (131)-(134), one sees that the quantities g23, h3, λ3, ν˜
2 and g˜2Y are inde-
pendent of µ to the order they are presented above. In other words, when the running
parameters g2(µ), ν2(µ), λ(µ) and g2Y (µ) are expressed in terms of physical parameters
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in Sec. 5, the µ-dependence cancels in the 3d parameters. The µ-dependence of λA,
m2D is of higher order, as well; actually m
2
D runs only at order g
6 [7]. Note also that the
µ in m23(µ) is independent of the µ used in the construction of the 3d theory (although
the notation is the same), since the bare mass parameter m23(µ) + δm
2
3, being the sum
of eqs. (153) and (156), is independent of µ.
4.3 Integration over the heavy scale
The action in eq. (136) can be further simplified by integrating out the A0- and B0-
fields. The masses of these fields are of the order gT and g′T ∼ g3/2T , respectively.
The resulting action is of the form in eq. (136) with the A0- and B0-fields left out and
the parameters modified. There are no infrared divergences related to this integration,
either, since the A0- and B0-fields are massive. We denote the new parameters by a
bar. For the SU(2)-Higgs model, the relations of the old and the barred parameters
have been given in [7].
The calculation of the barred parameters proceeds in complete analogy with dimen-
sional reduction. At 1-loop level, there is no momentum-dependent correction from
the heavy A0- and B0-fields to the φ3-correlator, so that φ¯3 = φ3. The momentum-
dependent correction to the Ai-correlator is
− g23ZAiLL, (163)
where ZAiLL is from eq. (115), so that
(A¯i)
2 = (A3di )
2
(
1 +
g23
24πmD
)
. (164)
The field B0 does not get normalized, since B0 and Bi do not interact.
To find g¯23, one can evaluate the two diagrams with A0 in the loop contributing to
the (φ3)
2(A3di )
2-vertex. In terms of GLL and GLLL in eqs. (116)-(117), the result is
g23δij − 8h3g23GLL + 8h3g23GLLL = g23δij . (165)
Hence
g¯23φ¯
2
3A¯
2
i = g
2
3φ
2
3(A
3d
i )
2, (166)
which gives
g¯23 = g
2
3
(
1− g
2
3
24πmD
)
. (167)
The coupling g′23 does not get normalized, since B0 and Bi do not interact.
The 1-loop corrections to the scalar coupling constant are
− 3h23B(0;mD, mD)−
1
8
g23g
′2
3 B(0;mD, m′D)−
1
16
g′43 B(0;m′D, m′D). (168)
This gives
λ¯3 = λ3 − 1
8π
(
3
h23
mD
+
g′43
16m′D
+
g′23 g
2
3
4(mD +m′D)
)
. (169)
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The 1-loop corrections to the scalar mass parameter are
3h3I¯3(mD) +
1
4
g′23 I¯3(m
′
D), (170)
giving the first line in eq. (174). To calculate the 2-loop corrections, one needs the effec-
tive potential. The 2-loop contribution from the heavy scale to the effective potential
is
V heavy2 (ϕ) =
3
2
h3
[
DLS(m1) + 3DLS(m2)
]
+ 3g23DLV(mT )
−3h23ϕ2DLLS(m1)−
3
2
g23DLLV(mT ), (171)
where the D’s are from eqs. (119)-(122) and we used g′2 ∼ g3. The 1/ǫ-parts modify
the mass counterterm of eq. (153) to become
− 1
16π2
µ−4ǫ
4ǫ
(
51
16
g43 + 9λ3g
2
3 − 12λ23
)
. (172)
However, one can again include higher order corrections by calculating the counterterm
directly in the final theory, getting
δm¯23 = −
1
16π2
µ−4ǫ
4ǫ
(
51
16
g¯43 + 9λ¯3g¯
2
3 − 12λ¯23
)
. (173)
Finally, the renormalized mass parameter m¯23(µ) is
m¯23(µ) = m
2
3(µ)−
1
4π
(
3h3mD +
1
4
g′23 m
′
D
)
+
1
16π2
[(
−3
4
g43 + 12h3g
2
3 − 6h23
)
ln
µ
2mD
+ 3h3g
2
3 − 3h23
]
= −ν˜2 + T
(
1
2
λ3 +
3
16
g23 +
1
16
g′23 +
1
4
g˜2Y
)
− 1
4π
(
3h3mD +
1
4
g′23 m
′
D
)
+
T 2
16π2
[
g4
(
137
96
+
3nF
2
ln 2 +
nF
12
)
+
3
4
λg2
]
+
1
16π2
[(
−3
4
g43 + 12h3g
2
3 − 6h23
)(
ln
3T
2mD
+ c
)
+ 3h3g
2
3 − 3h23
]
+
1
16π2
(
51
16
g¯43 + 9λ¯3g¯
2
3 − 12λ¯23
)(
ln
3T
µ
+ c
)
, (174)
where we used eq. (156) and included higher order corrections in the logarithmic
term on the last line. Eq. (174) completes the evaluation of the couplings of the
3d SU(2)×U(1)+Higgs theory.
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5 Relation of the MS-scheme and Physics in the
Standard Model
In Sec. 4, we have given the relations of the running parameters in the MS-scheme
to the parameters of the effective 3d theory with accuracy g4. For this accuracy to
be meaningful, the running parameters in the MS-scheme should be expressed with
accuracy g4 in terms of true physical parameters, like pole masses. We give these
relations in the present Section.
The accuracy g4 requires 1-loop renormalization of the vacuum theory. The 1-loop
renormalization of the Standard Model is, of course, a well studied subject. Usually,
however, one does not use the MS-scheme we have employed above, but the so called
on-shell scheme [30, 31, 32, 33]. In the on-shell scheme, the divergences appearing in
the loop integrals are handled with dimensional regularization as in the MS-scheme,
but the finite parts of the counterterms are chosen differently. Indeed, the renormal-
ized parameters are chosen to be physical and independent of µ. For instance, the
renormalized mass squared of the scalar field is ν2os = m
2
H/2, and the gauge and scalar
couplings are given by
g2os =
e2os
s2W
, g′2os =
e2os
c2W
, λos =
g2os
8
m2H
m2W
. (175)
Here mH and mW are the physical pole masses of the Higgs particle and the W boson,
and
e2os ≡ 4πα, cW ≡
mW
mZ
, sW ≡
√√√√1− m
2
W
m2Z
, (176)
where α is the electromagnetic fine structure constant defined in the Thomson limit,
and mZ is the physical pole mass of the Z boson. The parameters cW and sW are just
shorthand notations without any higher order corrections.
To convert results from the on-shell scheme to the MS-scheme, let us note that
since all physical quantities derived in the two schemes are exactly the same, the bare
Lagrangians, including the counterterms, must be the same. In particular, all the bare
parameters of the theories must be the same (often the wave function renormalization
factors are not even needed, see e.g. [30]). For the gauge coupling this means
g2B = g
2(µ) + δg2(µ) = g2os + δg
2
os, (177)
that is,
g2(µ) = g2os
(
1 +
δg2os − δg2(µ)
g2os
)
. (178)
The counterterm δg2(µ) of the MS-scheme cancels the 1/ǫ-parts in δg2os, so that eq. (178)
is finite. In this way, the running parameters in the MS-scheme can be expressed in
terms of physical parameters. We shall work out the explicit expressions in some detail
below; the reader only interested in the final numerical results for the 3d parameters
in terms of the physical 4d parameters may turn to Sec. 5.3.
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5.1 The parameters g2(µ) and g′2 in terms of physical param-
eters
The expression for δg2os, determining g
2(µ) through eq. (178), can in principle be read
directly for example from eq. (28.a) in [30]. With our sign conventions, the equation
reads
δg2os
g2os
= 2
δeos
eos
− c
2
W
s2W
[
Π˜Z(−m2Z)
m2Z
− Π˜W (−m
2
W )
m2W
]
. (179)
Here Π˜ means the unrenormalized but regularized self-energy. This equation is gauge-
independent, since δeos and the self-energies at the pole are [30]. However, a reliable
estimate of eq. (179) cannot be given purely perturbatively, since the expression for
δeos contains the photon self-energy Π˜γ(k
2)/k2 evaluated at vanishing momentum k2.
Indeed, Π˜γ(k
2)/k2 includes logarithms of all the small lepton and quark masses, as is
seen e.g. in eq. (5.40) of [32]. This indicates that strong interactions are important
for δeos. There exists a standard technique of expressing the hadronic contribution
to δeos in terms of a dispersion relation, and hence δeos is known with very good
accuracy [33, 34] in spite of strong interactions. We find it convenient, though, to
write the expression for δg2os in a form somewhat different from eq. (179), so that δeos
is not directly visible. Such a way is expressing δg2os in terms of the Fermi constant Gµ.
The Fermi constant Gµ is defined [30, 31, 34] in terms of the muon lifetime by
1
τµ
=
G2µm
5
µ
192π3
(
1− 8m
2
e
m2µ
)[
1 +
α
2π
(
1 +
2α
3π
ln
mµ
me
)(
25
4
− π2
)]
. (180)
The α-corrections here account for the QED-corrections to muon decay in the local
Fermi-model. On the other hand, calculating the muon lifetime in the Standard Model,
one gets a prediction for the Gµ of eq. (180) [30, 31, 32, 33]:
Gµ√
2
=
g2os
8m2W
1
1−∆r . (181)
Here ∆r depends on the parameters of the Standard Model. Using eqs. (28.a), (34.b)
of [30], the 1-loop expression for ∆r in the on-shell scheme in the Feynman-Rξ-gauge
can be written as
∆r =
Re
[
Π˜W (0)− Π˜W (−m2W )
]
m2W
+
δg2os
g2os
+
g2os
16π2
[
4
(
1
ǫ
+ ln
µ2
m2W
)
+ 6 +
7− 4s2W
2s2W
ln c2W
]
. (182)
This equation can also be extracted from [33] as a combination of eqs. (3.8), (3.16),
(3.17), (4.18), (A.1), (A.2) and (B.3). Let us note that the value of eq. (182) is finite
and gauge-independent, since ∆r is a physical observable. In addition, δg2os/g
2
os and
Π˜W (−m2W ) are gauge-independent. However, Π˜W (0) is not gauge-independent, and
eq. (182) as a whole holds only in the Feynman-Rξ gauge.
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Usually eq. (182), with δg2os plugged in from eq. (179) and g
2
os from eqs. (175), (176), is
used in determining mW from eq. (181) in terms of the very precisely known parameters
Gµ and mZ , and the masses mt and mH [33, 34]. For fixed mt and mH , the estimated
uncertainty in the value ofmW determined this way is only of the order of 0.01 GeV [33,
34, 35, 36]. This is much smaller than the present experimental uncertainty in the W
mass, mW = 80.22± 0.18 GeV [34]. In other words, with the present accuracy in the
determination of mW , one should replace mW as an input parameter with the hadronic
contribution to δeos. The mW obtained this way is shown in Table 5.1 as a function of
mt and mH for αS = 0.125.
Table 1: The massmW as a function ofmt andmH according to [37]. The
uncertainty in mW is about 0.01 GeV for fixed mt, mH [33, 34, 35, 36].
mt\mH 35 50 60 70 80 90 100 200 300
165 80.38 80.36 80.35 80.34 80.34 80.33 80.32 80.28 80.25
175 80.44 80.42 80.41 80.41 80.40 80.39 80.39 80.34 80.31
185 80.50 80.49 80.48 80.47 80.46 80.46 80.45 80.40 80.37
When mW is fixed, either from Table 1 or in the future from experiment, ∆r is
known from eq. (181), and δg2os can be solved from eq. (182) in a simple form. Using
eq. (178), one then gets
g2(µ) = g20
{
1 +
g20
16π2
[(
4nF
3
− 43
6
)
ln
µ2
m2W
− 33
4
F (mW ;mW , mW ) +
1
12
(h4 − 4h2 + 12)F (mW ;mW , mH)
− 1
2
(t4 + t2 − 2)F (mW ;mt, 0)− 2 ln t− h
2
24
+
t2
4
+
20nF
9
− 257
72
]}
. (183)
Here we used g′2 ∼ g3, and defined g20 = 4
√
2Gµm
2
W = g
2
os/(1 − ∆r). The reason for
using g20 as the tree-level value instead of g
2
os is that for g
2
os there would be a rather
large correction ∆r in the 1-loop formula, indicating bad convergence. For instance, for
mW = 80.22 GeV, ∆r = 0.045. The physical reason [31, 33, 34] for the large correction
is that g2os is defined in terms of the fine structure constant α measured at vanishing
momentum scale, whereas the momentum scale of weak interactions is m2W . With g
2
0,
the 1-loop correction is extremely small for µ ∼ mW .
The function F (k;m1, m2) in eq. (183) has been defined in [32], and its explicit form
is given in eq. (187). Note that from eqs. (182) and (183) one can see that there are no
dangerous logarithms in Π˜W (0)/m
2
W in contrast to Π˜γ(0)/k
2, since any such logarithms
are suppressed by m2f/m
2
W . Eq. (183) is the final result for g
2(µ) in terms of physical
parameters.
In analogy with the definition for g20, we define the U(1) coupling to be
g′2 = g20
s2W
c2W
= g20
m2Z −m2W
m2W
(184)
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instead of g′2os. The value of g
′2 is larger than the value of g′2os, corresponding again
roughly to αEM running from the Thomson limit q
2 = 0 to the electroweak scale.
5.2 The parameters ν2(µ), λ(µ), and g2
Y
(µ) in terms of physical
parameters
The parameters ν2(µ), λ(µ), and g2Y (µ) could be determined from the precision calcu-
lations in the on-shell scheme just as g2(µ). For illustration, however, we will calculate
the 1-loop corrections to the tree-level values
ν2 =
1
2
m2H , λ =
1√
2
Gµm
2
H =
g20
8
m2H
m2W
, g2Y = 2
√
2Gµm
2
t =
g20
2
m2t
m2W
(185)
in some more detail.
To calculate ν2(µ), λ(µ), and g2Y (µ) at 1-loop level, one has to calculate the 1-
loop corrections to the propagators of the Higgs particle, W -boson and top quark in
the broken phase, and extract from these the pole masses. The diagrams needed are
shown in Fig. 6. To go to the broken phase, the Higgs field φ1 is shifted to the classical
minimum ϕ, where ϕ2 = ν2/λ. The masses appearing in the Feynman rules are denoted
by m21 = 2ν
2 for the Higgs field, m2T = g
2ν2/4λ for the W -boson, and m2f = g
2
Y ν
2/2λ
for the top quark. The radiatively corrected 1-loop propagators are then of the form
〈φ1(−p)φ1(p)〉 = 1
p2 +m21 − ΠH(p2)
,
〈Aaµ(−p)Abν(p)〉 = δab
δµν − pµpν/p2
p2 +m2T −ΠW (p2)
+ longitudinal part (186)
〈Ψα(p)Ψβ(p)〉 =
[
1
ip/+mf + ip/Σv(p2) + ip/γ5Σa(p2) +mfΣs(p2)
]
αβ
.
To give the results for the radiatively corrected propagators, we use the function
F (k;m1, m2) defined in [32]. For |m1 −m2| < k < m1 +m2, F (k;m1, m2) is
F (k;m1, m2) = 1− m
2
1 −m22
k2
ln
m1
m2
+
m21 +m
2
2
m21 −m22
ln
m1
m2
(187)
− 2
k2
√
(m1 +m2)2 − k2
√
k2 − (m1 −m2)2 arctan
√
k2 − (m1 −m2)2√
(m1 +m2)2 − k2
,
and has the special values
F (m1;m1, m2) = 1− r23− r
2
1− r2 ln r − 2r
√
4− r2 arctan
√
2− r√
2 + r
,
F (m1;m2, m2) = 2− 2
√
4r2 − 1 arctan 1√
4r2 − 1 ,
F (m;m,m) = 2− π√
3
, (188)
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where r = m2/m1. We also need the analytical continuation
F (m1;m2, 0) = 1 + (r
2 − 1) ln
(
1− 1
r2
)
. (189)
For mH < 2mW , the only formula needed in the region where it develops an imaginary
part, is F (m1;m2, 0).
With the help of F (k;m1, m2), one can write down the special values
ΠH(−m2H) =
3
8
g2
16π2
m2H
[
2(h2 + 2t2 − 3) ln µ
2
m2W
+ 3h2F (mH ;mH , mH)
+
h4 − 4h2 + 12
h2
F (mH ;mW , mW )− 4t2 4t
2 − h2
h2
F (mH ;mt, mt)
− 2h2 lnh− 8t2 ln t− 2h2 − 2− 12 1
h2
+ 16
t4
h2
]
, (190)
ΠW (−m2W ) =
3
8
g2
16π2
m2W
[
2
(16nF − 59
9
− h2 − 2t2 − 6 1
h2
+ 8
t4
h2
)
ln
µ2
m2W
− 22F (mW ;mW , mW ) + 2
9
(h4 − 4h2 + 12)F (mW ;mW , mH)
− 4
3
(t4 + t2 − 2)F (mW ;mt, 0)
+ 4h2
h2 − 2
h2 − 1 lnh+
8
3
(
3t2 − 2− 12 t
4
h2
)
ln t− 22
9
h2 − 4
h2
− 4
3
t2
+ 16
t4
h2
+
4
27
(40nF − 17) + 8
3
(
1− 4
3
nF
)
ln(−1− iǫ)
]
, (191)
Σv(−m2t )− Σs(−m2t ) =
3
16
g2
16π2
[
2
(
t2 − h2 − 6 1
h2
+ 8
t4
h2
− 32
3
s2
)
ln
µ2
m2W
+
2
3
(4t2 − h2)F (mt;mt, mH) + 2
3
(
1− 1
t2
)
F (mt;mt, mW )
+
2
3
(
t2 + 1− 2
t2
)
F (mt;mW , 0)
+ 4h2 lnh− 32 t
4
h2
ln t− 4
3
t2
2t2 + h2
t2 − h2 ln
t
h
+
128
3
s2 ln t
− 2 + 2t2 − 2h2 − 4
h2
+ 16
t4
h2
− 256
9
s2
]
. (192)
Here we again used notation from eq. (135). The expressions (190)-(192) are gauge-
independent, and are the only values of ΠH , ΠW and the Σ’s that will be needed here.
The value of ΠW (−m2W ) can be extracted from [32], and that of ΠH(−m2H) from [38].
As a check, we have explicitly verified the gauge-independence of ΠW (−m2W ).
Numerically the dominant terms in eqs. (190)-(192) are the fermionic contributions
16t4/h2 and −32(t4/h2) ln(µ/mt). These terms come from the fermionic tadpoles, and
from the fermionic loops in the Higgs and W -boson correlators. The fermionic terms
are large because mt/mW is large, and hence the gauge coupling is large: gY ≈ 1.0.
Consequently, higher order fermionic corrections are rather important.
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With eqs. (190)-(192) and (183), one can express ν2(µ), λ(µ) and g2Y (µ) in terms
of physical parameters. To do so, the physical pole masses have to be extracted from
eqs. (186). For the Higgs particle and W -boson, this is straightforward. For the top
quark, the 1-loop equation for the physical mass mt is
u(p)[ip/+mf + ip/Σv(−m2t ) + ip/γ5Σa(−m2t ) +mfΣs(−m2t )]u(p) = 0. (193)
Here u(p) is an asymptotic spinor satisfying (ip/ + mt)u(p) = 0. In eq. (193), the
factor Σa multiplying γ5 does not affect the physical mass, since u¯(p)γ5u(p) = 0. The
factor Σa would have an effect if the top mass were determined from the requirement
that the determinant of the inverse propagator vanishes, in which case Σa produces
an unphysical imaginary part to the self-energy even for mt < mW . Physically, the
reason why the top quark can be considered an asymptotic state, is that the time
scale τ ∼ m4W/m5t of weak interactions is much smaller than the scale 1 fm of strong
interactions.
Evaluating the expressions for the Higgs particle, W boson, and top quark masses,
and expressing m1, mT and mf in terms of the coupling constants, one can then solve
for the parameters ν2(µ), λ(µ) and g2Y (µ). The results are
ν2(µ) =
m2H
2
Re
[
1 +
ΠH(−m2H)
m2H
]
,
λ(µ) =
g20
8
m2H
m2W
Re
[
1− ΠW (−m
2
W )
m2W
+
δg2(µ)
g20
+
ΠH(−m2H)
m2H
]
, (194)
g2Y (µ) =
g20
2
m2t
m2W
Re
[
1− ΠW (−m
2
W )
m2W
+
δg2(µ)
g20
+ 2Σv(−m2t )− 2Σs(−m2t )
]
.
Here δg2(µ) is the renormalized 1-loop correction in eq. (183). The µ-dependences in
eqs. (194) naturally reproduce those in eqs. (131)-(134). We will not write down explic-
itly the expressions in eq. (194), since we did not find any significant simplification in
the final result, apart from the µ-dependent terms. Together with eqs. (183) and (184)
and the value αS = 0.125, eqs. (194) complete the relation of MS to Physics.
5.3 Numerical results for the parameters of the effective 3d
theory in Standard Model
In Secs. 5.1 and 5.2 we have expressed the five parameters g2(µ), g′2, ν2(µ), λ(µ),
and g2Y (µ) in terms of the five physical parameters Gµ, mW , mZ , mH and mt. In
addition, due to the large experimental uncertainty in mW , we replaced mW as an
input parameter with the hadronic contribution to the photon self-energy through
Table 1. We have then four parameters left: the very well known Gµ = 1.16639× 10−5
GeV−2 [39], mZ = 91.1887 GeV [34], the less well known mt = 175 GeV [40], and the
unknown mH . We shall fix mt and use the Higgs mass as a free parameter. Then we
can calculate the parameters of the effective 3d theory in terms of mH and T .
We do not write down the formulas for the 3d parameters in terms of the physical
4d parameters from eqs. (183), (190)-(192), (194) and Secs. 4.2, 4.3 explicitly, since we
found no significant simplification in the final result apart from the lnµ-terms.
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Numerically, the properties of the 3d SU(2)×U(1)+Higgs theory relevant for the EW
phase transition can be presented as a function of the physical parameters through a
few figures. First, put mZ → mW so that g′ = 0. Then the final 3d theory has three
parameters: the scale is given by g¯23, and the dynamics is given by the two dimensionless
ratios x = λ¯3/g¯
2
3, y = m¯
2
3(g¯
2
3)/g¯
4
3. The scale g¯
2
3 is given as a function of mH and T in
Fig. 7, and the parameters x and y are given in Fig. 8. The phase diagram of the theory
with the parameters x, y, together with the values of the latent heat, surface tension
and correlation lengths in units of g¯23, have been studied with lattice MC simulations
in [50].
Finally, one has to account for the effect of the U(1)-subgroup on the EW phase tran-
sition. Since there are no lattice simulations available for the 3d SU(2)×U(1)+Higgs
model, the best one can do is to estimate the effect of the U(1)-subgroup perturbatively.
In Fig. 9, we display the percentual perturbative effect of the U(1)-subgroup on the
critical temperature Tc, the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field v, the latent
heat L, and the surface tension σ as a function of the physical Higgs mass. Using the
non-perturbative values for the case g′ = 0 from [50], one can then derive results for
the full Standard Model.
5.4 The effect of higher-order operators
In Landau gauge in the Standard Model, the dominant 6-dimensional φ6-operators
related to the integration over the superheavy scale are
O
(6)
g2 =
3ζ(3)
16 384π4
g6φ6
T 2
, (195)
O
(6)
g2
Y
= − 7ζ(3)
512π4
g6Y φ
6
T 2
. (196)
These follow from eq. (67) in Sec. 3. A complete list of the dominant fermionic contribu-
tions to the other 6-dimensional operators has been worked out in [41]. The dominant
φ6-operator related to the integration over the heavy scale is
O
(6)
heavy =
3
√
6/5
10 240π
g3φ6
T 2
. (197)
The 6-dimensional operators are neglected in the effective theories discussed in this
paper, and their importance has to be estimated.
It is rather difficult to estimate the effect of the 6-dimensional operators compre-
hensively, apart from the powercounting estimate in Sec. 2. What can be done easily,
though, is an evaluation of the shift caused by the φ6-operators in the vacuum expecta-
tion value of the Higgs field. A generic 6-dimensional operator O(6) = cφ6/T 2 produces
the term δV = cϕ6/T 2 to the effective potential V (ϕ). Through
V ′(ϕ+ δϕ) + δV ′(ϕ) = 0, (198)
the relative shift induced is
δϕ
ϕ
= − δV
′
ϕV ′′
≈ −3c
λ
ϕ2
T 2
, (199)
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where it was assumed that V ′′(ϕ) ∼ 2λϕ2. For mH ∼ mW so that λ ∼ g2/8, the
coefficients 3c/λ in the Standard Model following from eqs. (195), (196), (197) are
(
3c
λ
)
g2
∼ 10−5,
(
3c
λ
)
g2
Y
∼ −10−2,
(
3c
λ
)
heavy
∼ 10−3. (200)
The contributions from the top quark are seen to be dominant, and in the region
where ϕ/T ∼ 1, the effect of the corresponding 6-dimensional operator is of the order
of one percent. Note that from the point of view of the 6-dimensional operators,
the integration over the heavy scale is relatively better than the integration over the
superheavy scale, although in terms of powers of coupling constants, the accuracy is
worse. We conclude that the final 3d effective theory for the light fields should give
results accurate within a few percent for all thermodynamic properties of the phase
transition, like the latent heat, the surface tension, and the correlation lengths. For
the critical temperature, the accuracy should be an order of magnitude better. In the
pure SU(2)+Higgs theory without fermions, the accuracy of the theory with light and
heavy fields should be better than 1% for all thermodynamic properties.
6 Discussion
The set of diagrams described and computed in Section 3 is sufficient to make a di-
mensional reduction of a large class of theories. In particular, it can be used for a
construction of an effective 3d theory for different extensions of the Standard Model.
Below we will argue that in many cases the effective theory appears to be just the
SU(2)×U(1)+Higgs model. We do not attempt to carry out the necessary computa-
tions here and discuss the general strategy only.
Let us take as an example the two Higgs doublet model. The integration over
the superheavy modes gives a 3d SU(2)×U(1) theory with two Higgs doublets, one
Higgs triplet and one singlet (the last two are the zero components of the gauge fields).
Construct now the 1-loop scalar mass matrix for the doublets and find the temperatures
at which its eigenvalues are zero. Take the higher temperature; this is the temperature
near which the phase transition takes place. Determine the mass of the other scalar at
this temperature. Generally, it is of the order of gT , and therefore, is heavy. Integrate
it out together with the heavy triplet and singlet – the result is the simple SU(2)×U(1)
model. In the case when both scalars are light near the critical temperature a more
complicated model, containing two scalar doublets, should be studied. It is clear,
however, that this case requires some fine tuning. The consideration of the phase
transitions in the two Higgs doublet model on 1-loop level can be found in [42, 43].
The same strategy is applicable to the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model.
If there is no breaking of colour and charge at high temperature (breaking is possible,
in principle, since the theory contains squarks), then all degrees of freedom, excluding
those belonging to the two Higgs doublet model, can be integrated out. We then return
back to the case considered previously. The conclusion in this case is similar to the
previous one, namely that the phase transition in MSSM can be described by a 3d
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SU(2)×U(1) gauge-Higgs model, at least in a part of the parameter space. A 1-loop
analysis of this theory was carried out in [44, 45, 46].
The procedure of dimensional reduction will give an infrared safe connection between
the parameters of the underlying 4d theory and those of the 3d theory. The latter can
then be studied by non-perturbative means, such as lattice Monte Carlo simulations [47,
48, 10, 49, 50].
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(a) (b)
Figure 1: The 2-loop graph (a) relevant for calculating the dimensionally reduced mass
parameter in the “integration out”-procedure, and the additional graph (b) needed in
the “matching” procedure. The thick lines are superheavy fields, and the thin dashed
lines light fields.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2: The diagrams needed for the dimensional reduction of (a) the wave function φ,
and (b) the wave functions Ai and A0. Dashed line is a scalar propagator, wiggly line a
vector propagator, double line a ghost propagator, and solid line a fermion propagator.
The bare blob indicates the wave function counterterm.
Figure 3: The diagrams needed for calculating the 3d coupling constants g23 and h3.
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Figure 4: The diagrams needed for calculating the 3d mass of the temporal components
of the gauge fields.
Figure 5: The diagrams needed for calculating the quartic self-coupling of the temporal
components of the gauge fields.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 6: The diagrams needed for calculating the pole mass of (a) the Higgs particle,
(b) the W boson and (c) the top quark. Curly line is the gluon propagator. For scalars,
the counterterm indicated by the bare blob contains both the mass counterterm δν2
and the counterterm from wave function renormalization. For vectors and fermions,
the bare blob contains only the counterterm from wave function renormalization. The
blobs with the short lines attached denote counterterms generated by the shift.
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Figure 7: The scale g¯23 of the 3d SU(2)+Higgs theory divided by the temperature T ,
as a function of mH and T . The dependence of g¯
2
3/T on mH is caused by 1-loop
corrections including the Higgs particle, and by the implicit dependence of mW on mH
through Table 1. The dependence on temperature is caused by the logarithmic running
in eq. (146).
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Figure 8: The dimensionless dynamical parameters x = λ¯3/g¯
2
3 and y = m¯
2
3(g¯
2
3)/g¯
4
3 of
the 3d SU(2)+Higgs theory as a function of mH and T . The parameter x depends on
temperature only through logarithmic 1-loop corrections. The tree-level value for the
critical temperature Tc is given by the line y = 0, and the true Tc is rather close to this
line.
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Figure 9: The percentual perturbative effect of the U(1)-subgroup on the critical tem-
perature Tc, vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field v(Tc)/Tc, latent heat L/T
4
c ,
and surface tension σ/T 3c as a function of the Higgs mass. For v/T , we have used the
gauge-independent definition v2/T 2 ≡ 2〈Φ†3Φ3〉/T . The surface tension is defined with
the tree-level formula σ =
∫
dϕ
√
2V (ϕ). The effective potential V (ϕ) here is the RG-
improved 2-loop effective potential for the Higgs field [7] in the 3d SU(2)×U(1)+Higgs
theory (with the convention g′2 ∼ g3).
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